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EDITORIAL COMMENT

this month...

When the co-working brand WeWork pre-leased
a massive 280,000 sq ft of space at the former
Shell Centre building in central London in 2017,
it conﬁrmed that the growing popularity of
co-working in the Capital was making inroads
into the traditional oﬃce market.
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Co-working spaces are now being increasingly sought within
the UK’s main regional cities. The two largest property
deals outside London so far this year have been completed
by co-working firms. WeWork has leased 92,000 sq ft in
Birmingham and Spaces has taken up 120,000 sq ft at 125
Deansgate in Manchester.
What this means for an FM sector which has already been
dealing with the adoption of flexible working coupled with
reduced footprints was the subject of our interview with a
co-working and flexible office expert in this month’s issue. For
those of you (like me) who have struggled to understand the
differences between serviced, managed and co-working offices,
it’s an illuminating glimpse into the next generation of facilities
and property management.
But the FM remit extends far beyond that of the management
of commercial office spaces. This is why we’re pleased to include
a case study in this edition on one of UK’s leading food-on-thego retailers, Greggs. Buoyed by the huge popularity of its vegan
sausage roll, the retailer has increased its property portfolio, but
as Jason O’Neill, its National Maintenance Operations Manager
reports, despite growing its company-managed estate, the
retailer hasn’t needed to increase the number of engineers.
By using the latest technologies to enhance FM service
delivery, including a single centralised platform for scheduling
planned maintenance and reactive work, and giving shop staff
access to a self-service portal, its multiskilled team of engineers
play a crucial role in ensuring the smooth running of 1,800
company-managed shops, help the whole FM team deliver a
positive customer experience.
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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the
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FM sector.
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 Next Edition
Risk is often a focal point for the FM industry. In a
roundtable discussion with FM services providers
Salisbury and a group of senior FMs, we explore the
ways in which FMs can reduce the level of risk in
managing FM services and particularly in managing
outsourced contracts. Also in this edition; we
ask CAFM suppliers how their software can help
FMs support agile working, including co-working
and serviced office spaces. In our sustainability
focus we offer some practical support for FMs on
energy performance and optimising buildings; plus
advice on the latest regulatory picture for energy
management. We also take a look at the design
challenges of choosing and installing flooring for
different kinds of interiors and how to maintain
flooring, depending on its environment and usage.
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LEGAL VIEW
WHAT TO DO IF YOUR EMPLOYEE HAS A
ROAD ACCIDENT DURING WORK HOURS
By Kate Gardner, Health and Safety Consultant,
International Workplace

MITIE SELLS CATERING

BUSINESS TO CH&CO

E

mployers are responsible for ensuring, so far as is
reasonably practicable, the health and safety of their
employees. Some FM related work activities or jobs
involve driving, such as maintenance service staﬀ or cleaning
operatives. Employers have a duty to ensure that they are fully
assessing the risks involved with their employees who carry out
driving-related jobs and taking reasonable measures to reduce
such risks. The HSE recommends the following safety checklist
which employers should consider in order to manage workrelated road safety eﬀectively:
Safe checks
Necessary checks should be carried out on drivers; including a
record of necessary documents, the validity of driving licences
and that they satisfy eyesight and other health requirements of
the Highway Code. Adequate instructions and training should
also be provided, and employees should have clear instructions
on how to keep themselves safe on the road, how to maintain
their vehicle and what to do if their vehicle breaks down. It’s
also important to check which vehicles are most suitable for
their employees to use and ensure that they are ﬁt for purpose,
as well as considering if they have the necessary safety devices
i.e. camera systems and proximity sensors. If the employee is
driving a lorry or HGV, does the vehicle have side protection
bars to protect cyclists? Daily checks on the vehicle should also
be carried out, for example on windscreen wipers and tyres.
Ensure the vehicle is insured for business use, is taxed and
serviced and also has a valid MOT certiﬁcate.
Safe Journey
Employers should go beyond checking the safety of their driver
and vehicle, and should also take into account external factors
such as the weather and the allocated driving times (sleeprelated incidents are most likely between 2am – 6am and 2pm
– 4pm). The route in which their employees will take should
be considered, for example where HGVs or lorries are used,
employers should investigate whether the route will involve
any tunnels or bridges and if so, whether or not the vehicle
meets any height or width restrictions.
Whilst employers can do as much as they can in respect of
ensuring the safety of their employees, some road accidents
are unavoidable. The same regulations and principles apply
to road-related accidents as they would to ordinary workrelated accidents. Therefore, where an employee has had a road
accident, the employer should ensure that they:

 Report all accidents; all accidents should be reported, and
more serious road accidents should be reported in a RIDDOR
report under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 2013. This should be done immediately
and in any event within 15 days of the accident;
 Notify their insurance company; a claims investigator can be
appointed to investigate the accident in case it is much more
serious than anticipated and a claim is made against the
business;
 Give employees ample time off; make sure that employees are
given enough time to fully recover before going back to work. This
would also be a good time for employers to further assess their
risks and consider how safety could be improved, if at all.
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itie Group has entered into an agreement to sell its catering
and hospitality business which includes Gather & Gather and
Creativevents to CH&CO for a consideration of up to £85 million in cash as
part of its strategy to focus and simplify the company’s operations.
As part of the deal, Mitie and CH&CO will enter into a strategic partnership
ensuring that the “Gather & Gather” catering offer remains exclusive to Mitie’s
clients as its only integrated facilities management sector partner.
The decision to sell Mitie Catering follows a strategic review of Mitie’s
business, focusing in particular on how to ensure that Mitie’s clients benefit
from the very best in catering choice and competitive pricing. This concluded
that Mitie Catering’s long-term future would be better served by being part of a
larger specialist catering group, rather than being self-delivered by Mitie.
The staff and senior management team of Mitie Catering, including Managing
Director, Allister Richards, will transfer to CH&CO and will continue to run the
business. Whilst Catering services will remain an important part of Mitie’s IFM
service offering to its customers, under the strategic partnership with CH&CO,
Mitie will no longer be self-delivering this service.
The proceeds of the sale will be used to further strengthen Mitie’s balance
sheet and reinvest in Mitie’s core business.

BSRIA PUBLISHES WHITE PAPER ON
‘MEGATRENDS: GLOBALISATION’
In the last of its series of four ‘Megatrends’ white papers,
BSRIA explores one of the defining issues of our age; one
that affects almost every aspect of life and business, and
one which is already having a big impact on Building
Services across the world.
Globalisation has become one of the key phenomena of
the modern life, but there is still a lot of controversy about
what it actually means, let alone whether and how far it is
to be welcomed.
The paper explores and analyses the four principle
drivers of globalisation in the economic, political and cultural spheres and the
technology that is enabling and accelerating the whole process. It also examines
the many ways in which these drivers interact, often reinforcing each other.
It also looks at the developments which are working against globalisation or at
least slowing it down (‘slowbalisation’) or changing its character. It acknowledges
areas of contention such as the environment where different aspects of
globalisation are having a positive or a negative effect.
Finally, it examines the key ways in which globalisation is already affecting
building services and how it may do so in future, drawing on BSRIA research into
these areas and helping both business leaders and building specialists to
prepare for this.

FMJ.CO.UK

Arcus FM delivering
Hermes deal

2020 TO BE TIPPING
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DATES FOR THE

POINT FOR DIGITISATION FM DIARY
IN UK CONSTRUCTION 16-17 SEPTEMBER 2019
IOSH 2019
ICC Birmingham
www.ioshconference.com

17-19 SEPTEMBER 2019
Arcus FM has been awarded a
three-year contract with courier
services ﬁrm, Hermes.
The deal will see Arcus service
over 100 buildings including the
company’s multisite head oﬃce
estate, which is split across four
buildings in Leeds, comprising
a head oﬃce, a call centre and a
brand-new innovative technology
hub, two large-scale distribution
centres, and 26 depots, with the
remainder being sub-depots.
The service provision includes
M&E planned and reactive, building
fabric, compliance, ﬁre alarm/
extinguishers, landscaping,
drainage and drainage PPMs. Arcus
will also provide a Helpdesk facility
from its Redditch oﬃce.

Bellrock appointed
FM integrator at
Legal & General
Bellrock has been appointed as the
FM integrator for Legal & General
Investment Management (LGIM)
Real Assets portfolio.
LGIM has selected Bellrock
to deliver a new innovative FM
integrator model across its UK
investment portfolio,covering over
100 properties, including 40 multi
let oﬃces, 400 occupiers and over
£60 million of managed supply
chain service.
Bellrock will shift the focus
onto a data led agile service
for its occupiers that can be
tailored and ﬂexed to their
speciﬁc requirements. Bellrock’s
technology-led FMI solution will
be driven by its Concerto operating
platform with a dedicated team
of regional operation managers,
supply chain specialists, business
analysts and technical engineering
compliance management backed by
its 24/7 FM intelligence centre.

FM Expo
Dubai World Trade Centre, UAE
www.fm-expo.com

25 SEPTEMBER 2019

A

new in-depth research led report reveals the
construction industry is stepping up to its digital
transformation opportunity.
A survey of 200 UK decision makers in construction, as part
of a new industry report, reveals 2020 to be a pivotal year for
the uptake of digital solutions to address areas such as friction
within supply chains, risk management and increasing staff
productivity.
The findings show that despite 54 per cent admitting the
industry has been slow to adopt digital technologies, there are
green shoots of optimism with businesses operating across
the lifecycle of the built environment realising the benefits of
investment in new technology and seeing a positive impact on:
 Commercial performance – with 43 per cent increasing their
business win rates, 56 per cent reducing operating costs,
and 54 per cent improving their workforce productivity.
 Project and operational control – 70 per cent have witnessed
better and faster flows of information and data.
 Supply chain performance – 48 per cent have built stronger
relations with their supply chain.
 Talent management – 58 per cent have been successful at
attracting and retaining new digital talent.
 Client relationships – 52 per cent have experienced
increased client satisfaction.
According to the research, this momentum looks set
to continue with 81 per cent of respondents across the
construction sector stating that in the next 12 months they will
be taking greater leaps to improve their business digitally.
Challenges do remain however with respondents pointing
to a number of key drivers that need to be addressed if the
industry is to take full advantage of the opportunities of
digital technology. The key themes that emerged through the
research were standardising technology across the supply
chain, developing a new and diverse digitally driven workforce
and improving profitability to enable increased investment in
new technology. To empower decision making at the front line,
there is a clear need for intuitive, easy to use and deploy, web
enabled, mobile tech where data is readily shared and available.
The new report ‘Construction’s Digital Frontline; How an
industry is stepping up to its transformation opportunity’ has
been commissioned by the UK construction software company,
Causeway. As part of the report, interviews were conducted
with industry leaders such as Birmingham City University,
Atkins, and Eiffage Kier joint venture.
The report aims to shine a light on the emerging reality of the
adoption of new innovations across the industry.

Property Management Club
Browns Old Jewry, London
http://bit.ly/2lZSom1

08-10 OCTOBER 2019
UK Construction Week 2019
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

16-18 OCTOBER 2019

World Workplace 2019 Conference
Phoenix Convention Center, Arizona, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

11-15 NOVEMBER 2019
Workplace Week London
www.workplaceweek.com/uk/
london-2019

13-14 NOVEMBER 2019
LuxLive 2019
ExCeL, London
https://luxlive.co.uk/

26-27 NOVEMBER 2019
CIBSE Build2Perform Live 2019
Olympia, London
www.build2perform.co.uk

27 NOVEMBER 2019
FM Chirstmas Party
Beat, London
http://bit.ly/2MJ60NE

27-28 NOVEMBER 2019

EMEX: Energy Management Exhibition
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

19-21 MAY 2020
Facilities Show 2020
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com
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PAUL BAGUST, RICS GLOBAL PROPERTY STANDARDS DIRECTOR
ON CLIMATE CHANGE: OUR IMPACT, OUR RESPONSIBILITY

W

ith all the talk
and Construction Market professionals there has
around climate
been an increase in the number of investors taking
change, how seriously
interest in energy efficient buildings over the past
are we as individuals in
two years in the UK, but we still lag behind the
the built environment,
likes of China and Hong Kong.
considering our impact,
The biggest challenge when it comes to climate
and can we do more?
change will always be where responsibility lies. Is
Buildings consume
it for Government to dictate? Should our CEOs be
over one third of energy
taking the lead or is it for us all to challenge the
worldwide, with this figure increasing in developed norm and find our own way to do our bit?
markets. At the same time, about one third of
We can’t deny, already there are great things
global carbon emissions can be traced back to
happening and advances are being made. The
buildings.
RICS professional Standard, Procurement in
It could be argued therefore that professionals,
Facilities Management, which is currently under
organisations and professional bodies
consultation until 15 September,
involved in the built environment
provides RICS members and
have a responsibility, an
regulated firms with guidance
ethical and moral obligation
and tools to ensure they
FM professionals need
and a vested interest to
can provide compliant FM
to consider how other
understand what they can
procurement, including
do to help reduce carbon
guidance on responsible
sectors adapt to climate
emissions and mitigate
business.
change and work collaboratively
the acceleration of climate
As more investors’ focus
to ensure buildings work
change.
moves towards efficiency
for the client, investor
But is this greater than an
and carbon neutrality,
and user.”
ethical issue, if our businesses
the FM sector will need
do not adapt and fast? What
to become more agile. FM
consequences are there on our
professionals need to consider how
business and the wider economy?
other sectors adapt to climate change
According to a global RICS survey of Commercial
and work collaboratively to ensure buildings work

for the client, investor and user. Whilst extreme
weather will not directly impact FM, the knock-on
effect of shorter working hours for builders in the
summer because of extreme heat will ultimately
change the way we work. But how agile can FM be
and how can we adapt whilst fulfilling business
objectives and financial targets?
Looking into new innovative processes and ways
of thinking to tackle climate change across the
built environment sector will be the focus at this
year’s Harris Debate.
Lead by Alastair Mant of UK Green Building
Council, this year’s debate will explore the
potential opportunities to manage and meet the
challenges of climate change. A panel debate,
chaired by Lord Bichard KCB, will then discuss
the outlook and predictions of climate change;
our professional and ethical obligations; whole
life assessment of operational embodied carbon
emissions and the impact of legislative and
financial business cycles.
The Harris Debate, held in recognition of RICS
Past President Jonathan Harris CBE will take
place at RICS HQ, Parliament Square, London on
Wednesday 30 October from 18.30-20.00 and will
be live streamed. Find out more and register at
www.rics.org/harrisdebate

A JOURNEY TO SELF-FULFILMENT
W

hen we feel
that we make
a difference,
we’re happy. Not
just IWFM or the
workplace and facilities
management profession,
but everyone. After all,
Soﬁe Hooper, Head of Policy IWFM isn’t that why many of us
chose this profession in the first place, or choose
to stay? That’s why we’re taking steps to enable
our members, the wider profession and the next
generation to pursue fulfilling careers.
But what exactly are we doing to attract that new
generation to the profession?
There are a variety of tools we’re introducing, but
most prominently our Career of Choice Hub. This
content hub, developed in collaboration with Class
of Your Own (COYO), is the new driving force behind
our engagement with budding workplace and
facilities management professionals, starting back
at the start by inspiring 11 to 14-year-olds.
Our Career of Choice initiative elaborates on the
8
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work we did for World FM Day this year, which saw
IWFM volunteers visit schools to give years seven to
nine a feel for what it is to be a facilities manager,
by looking at and applying sustainability principles
to their school.
Not only does our new initiative help to bring the
next generation along with us, but it also gives us
an opportunity to take stock of the difference we
make and to communicate that to our profession’s
future people. As part of the initiative, we are
calling on volunteers to commit to making a
difference in our profession.
How can you help? By volunteering to visit
schools, to deliver not only a presentation about
the profession, but also to lead an activity day
through the lens of sustainability – so students can
see what it’s all about and improve their learning
environment. We have a Volunteer Pack to help
facilitate this.
Collaborating with our rich community of
volunteers, who have been doing fantastic work
with the Institute since its conception, we now
have a clear path to make workplace and facilities

management a career of choice for the next
generation, which will see the skills gap we are
currently facing – as reflected again in this year’s
Market Outlook report – reduce, if not disappear
entirely.
We will continue to develop our Career of Choice
Hub, adding more resources for students, parents,
teachers and volunteers. We also hope to look at
extending the learning to other age groups in the
future.
Will you join us on our journey? Will you commit
to an even more fulfilling career?
Visit www.iwfm.org.uk/career-of-choice to
discover more and contact myfuture@iwfm.org.uk
to request your Volunteer Pack.

Using a ‘ﬁre company’ for your smoke control
maintenance could be dangerous.
Smoke control is a crucial life safety system. It needs to
be carefully designed, properly installed and meticulously
commissioned by recognised experts. Once installed, it must
be regularly checked and maintained by qualiﬁed engineers.
These people should hold recognised third-party certiﬁcation.

Smoke kills twice as many people as ﬁre.
Fire grabs more headlines but it is the smoke that’s more
likely to kill you. It takes only 2-3 breaths of toxic smoke to
knock you out. 5-10 minutes of smoke inhalation can cause
permanent brain damage. You could be dead within 15 minutes.
Smoke control is too important to be entrusted
to a ‘ﬁre company’.
Although clearly related to ﬁre, smoke control systems
demand speciﬁc, thorough maintenance by specialist engineers.
Too often, smoke control is lumped in with ﬁre alarms and
security and then “subbed out to a smoke vent or AOV man”.
Sadly, not all of these are fully qualiﬁed or competent.

Service
3941.19 Colt Dangerous Ad - FMJ.indd 1

Customers trust our smoke control servicing.
Our engineers undergo thorough and comprehensive
training from experienced staff on joining. This is refreshed
regularly and supplemented whenever there are important
developments or regulatory updates.
Colt has been the industry’s leading smoke control expert
for over 70 years. Our engineers are qualiﬁed to service all
smoke control systems – not just our own.
It’s no surprise then, that when looking for someone
reliable and trustworthy to handle the design, installation and
maintenance of their smoke control, so many more people do
the same thing. They choose the most qualiﬁed. Colt.
To ﬁnd out more, visit: coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
Alternatively, call us on 02392 491735 or email:
service@uk.coltgroup.com

Choose Colt

Expertise built on proven experience.

30/07/2019 13:59
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FUTURE-PROOFING THE NHS
John McDonald, Director of Corporate Development at GRAHAM,
examines the pressures facing the NHS, and outlines the crucial
role BIM and smart buildings have to play in delivering a futureproof built environment for the healthcare sector

A

s the NHS continues to face an uncertain
political landscape, coupled with the lasting
legacy of austerity, and a decline in capital
investment, there remain a number of tough
questions, particularly around how it can provide
modern, world class healthcare in the future.
Along with concerns about future funding
and staff, the NHS is also stretched by an ageing
population. Improvements in medical care, lifestyle
and diet mean more people are living for longer – a
fact borne out by research by the Office for National
Statistics. The ageing population is having a direct
impact on the healthcare sector; 18 per cent of the
UK are now aged over 65 and 2.4 per cent are aged
over 85. This places a significant strain on an already
under resourced service.
Of course, construction doesn’t have all the
answers to resolve these complex, societal issues.
However, as an industry, we possess the expertise to
collaboratively implement solutions which can make
a meaningful contribution. The ability to
harness innovative technology will be
key to this.

MAXIMISING
PERFORMANCE OF
EXISTING ASSETS

SEPTEMBER 2019

EMBRACING INNOVATION
Digital construction has an important role to play
in delivering these first class integrated primary
care facilities. Both by helping deliver new build
facilities for an estate, and by creating a data-rich
model of existing assets that provides a basis for
an effective facilities management system. As the
construction industry looks to achieve the goals set
out in the Government’s ‘Construction 2025’ strategy
paper, including construction costs reduction
of 33 per cent and project delivery
acceleration of 50 per cent in
the next six years, BIM will
have a key role to play.
Technology, such
as BIM 360 field, is
crucial to futureproofing the NHS’
built environment.
BIM is well known
for its ability to
create fly-through
models, which can
play an important
role in stakeholder
engagement ahead of
a project delivery date.
However, it’s most crucial
attribute is its ability to create a datarich model of an estate, which can be accessed and
edited remotely in real time.
The creation of a central point of information for
all data relating to a healthcare estate is invaluable.
From a construction perspective, it can greatly
increase the efficiency of the snagging process, with
details on the condition of a unit recorded in real
time. From a FM perspective, it means that manual
records can be replaced with a single authoritative
point of information that is continually updated.
The ability to access such a resource allows estates

Delivering a future
proof NHS is crucial if we
are to meet the requirements
of an ageing population and
continue to deliver world
class healthcare.”

Across the healthcare
sector, we are seeing
a new trend emerging
that has important
implications for the
delivery of health
services across the UK.
A greater number of NHS
trusts are focussing on lower
cost refurbishment and expansion
projects – with a focus on improving
sustainability and reducing carbon
footprints.
This change is happening in the context of a
wider shift towards integrated primary care hubs.
Investment is flowing away from acute care and
hospital infrastructure to projects that deliver
primary and community care facilities outside
the acute hospital system. An approach that can
accelerate the delivery of services to the public.
Integrated care hubs demonstrate the positive
impact that innovative design can have in
significantly enhancing the delivery of social
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care. Considered design in retrofit and expansion
projects can create spaces where GP practices,
pharmacies and inpatient beds are all provided
in one development – in turn helping to reduce
bed blocking in hospitals. There is also a
significant opportunity to embrace the adoption
of standardised design and component solutions
driving efficiency in both Capital and revenue costs
for projects.

teams to make more informed decisions about
refurbishment and renovation work beyond the
initial construction phase. It also allows these
teams to analyse data to better understand the
maintenance costs across an estate, and effectively
identify where efficiencies can be realised.
For existing healthcare assets where a digital
model does not already exist, laser scanning
technology – sometimes referred to as scan-to-BIM
– can be used to create one. Again, this process can
deliver vast efficiencies, with spatial data collected
on healthcare assets in a matter of hours rather
than days or even weeks. It can also be used to
understand the spatial dimensions of areas that
would otherwise be difficult to measure, such as lift
shafts. In cases such as this, the use of laser scanning
can also deliver considerable health and safety
benefits.

SMART BUILDINGS
Ensuring the consistent digitisation of healthcare
estates is even more crucial as we move into the era
of smart buildings, where everything from lighting,
heating and security, to cleaning and catering is
integrated across a single network. Features such as
temperature and lighting that adjust intelligently to
individual preferences will become the norm. These
advancements will shape the future of the NHS
and provide an improved experience for staff and
patients. They will also benefit estate and facilities
management teams, who will be able to access more
meaningful information on their healthcare estate
than ever before.
Equally, the speed of technological advances
in areas such as robotics, machine learning and
automation means buildings designed with anything
up to a 60-year lifespan must be future-proofed. This
means they need to be flexible and easily adapted to
accommodate the future requirements of clinicians,
other staff and patients. For buildings that need to be
updated to adapt to these technological advances,
the ability to plan expansion or renovation work with
the aid of BIM data will be crucial to minimise project
risk and maximise efficiency.

A FUTURE-PROOF NHS
Delivering a future-proof NHS is crucial if we are to
meet the requirements of an ageing population and
continue to deliver world class healthcare. In relation
to the built environment, this means collecting data
on healthcare estates through BIM, so that informed
decisions can be made. It also means healthcare
estate planning needs to take into consideration the
disruptive technologies that will shape healthcare
provision in the next 50 to 60 years.
As NHS trusts move towards an integrated model
of primary healthcare provision, renovation and
refurbishment work will have a crucial role to
play. Here, the importance of BIM should not be
underestimated. Its use is essential to providing a
firm foundation on which the future of healthcare
can be built.

ADVICE & OPINION

COMPLIANCE

WORKING AT HEIGHT
The ﬁrst FMJ/Barbour EHS regular compliance piece covering
Health and Safety, Environment and Energy, Estates and
Facilities Management; focuses on working from height

T

he main piece of legislation governing work
at height is the Work at Height Regulations
2005. These regulations define work at height
as: ‘work in any place, including a place at or
below ground level, or obtaining access to or
egress from such a place, while at work, except
by a staircase where, if suitable measures were
not taken, a person could fall a distance likely to
cause personal injury’.

 Manage the risks from fragile surfaces, such as
thin roofing materials or skylights.
 Inspect and maintain all equipment and
workplaces intended to control the risks of
working at height.
 Take account of weather conditions.
 Ensure planning includes arrangements for
emergencies and rescue.
 Manage risks from falling objects.

THE FACTS
 Over three million people in the UK
work at height as part of their job.
 Over 2,670 employees suffered a
specified (major) injury, as a result
of a fall from height in 2016/17, this
resulted in 25 fatalities.
 Ladders are probably the most
used and misused pieces of access
equipment.
 The vast majority of ladder
accidents occur because the ladder
is not secured at the top.
 Work at any height can cause injury;
a fall from a height of just one or two
steps can cause serious injury.
 Unsuitable access equipment (such
as chairs and tables) can cause serious
accidents even in low risk premises such as
offices and schools.
 It is particularly important to ensure that
contractors working on an organisation’s
premises (for example for roof maintenance or
window cleaning) are properly controlled and do
not work in a dangerous way.

EMPLOYER GUIDELINES
 Plan, organise and supervise all work at height.
 Ensure employees are appropriately trained in
safe working methods and the equipment to
be used.
 Make sure all those involved are competent
and trained.
 Assess the risks and ensure that appropriate
work equipment is selected and used correctly.
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www.barbour-ehs.com

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYERS
 Determine if the work involves a risk of a fall that
could cause personal injury.
 Consider if the work can be avoided by
undertaking it in a different way.
 If it must be undertaken, determine the
reasonable control measures that need to
be used.
 Ensure that there is a risk assessment covering
the work activities.
 Devise a safe system of work (ideally written
down).
 Ensure that all workers are aware of the safe
system of work and are trained in correct use of
the safety equipment provided.
 For high risk work, consider a permit-to-work
system.
 Ensure that equipment is subject to statutory
inspections at the required frequencies.
 Supervise to ensure that the work is completed in
accordance with the safe system of work.
 Ensure that all workers are safe and clear of the
work area before closing the job and putting
premises and equipment back in service.

LEGAL DUTIES
HIERARCHY OF RISK CONTROL
 Avoid working at height wherever possible by
altering the task or the way it can be carried out.
 If this is not reasonably practicable, the next step
is to use equipment or other control measures to
prevent falls.
 Always consider collective fall prevention
measures, such as edge protection, over personal
protection, such as harnesses.
 If the potential for a fall remains, reduce the
likelihood of injury by minimising the distance
to fall or its consequences and always consider
passive protection, such as safety netting, over
active measures, such as having to clip a safety
harness on to a structure.
 In lower risk premises, take account of how
storage areas and high shelving or wall displays
are accessed.

The Work at Height Regulations 2005 (as amended)
apply to all work at height when there is a risk of
a fall liable to cause personal injury. Duties are
placed on employers, the self- employed and
any person who controls the work of others (e.g.
facilities managers or building owners who employ
contractors to work at height).
Where the means of making the work at height
safe involves fixing points, such as eye bolts,
running wires, fixed rail etc, there are legal
requirements under the Lifting Operations and
Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER) or the
Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
1998 (PUWER), for them to be subject to be
suitably inspected. In the case where people are
suspended or lifted there are specific requirements
for thorough examinations at no more than six
monthly intervals with inspection records being
retained.
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COMMENT

CLEARING THE AIR
Jamie Woodhall, Technical & Innovations Manager at Rentokil Specialist Hygiene
with advice on keeping ventilation compliant over the summer and beyond

B

ritain is in the midst of one of its hottest
years. The warmest February day on record
occurred this year and the hottest temperature
ever in the UK was achieved in July, with the
Met Office citing 38.7C at Cambridge University
Botanical Gardens.
As the temperatures reached record levels many
office workers were likely praising the invention of
air conditioning. But, aside from keeping us cool in
summer and warm in winter, the majority of workers
probably don’t think twice about how the quality of
air in their workspace is maintained. Yet it’s a legal
requirement for managers and building owners to
ensure that any enclosed workplaces are ventilated
with fresh, purified air.

THE HIDDEN CONCERN OF AIR
HANDLING SYSTEMS
Providing clean air to the workplace is generally
achieved using an air conditioning or purification
system – a device that process and distribute large
volumes of air each day. As it does this, it also
collects a significant amount of dust and other
particles which can build-up if not cleaned regularly.
What many people don’t know is that the
accumulation of dirt in ducts and ventilation could
potentially allow harmful bacteria to spread through
the air management system, and potentially lead
to ‘sick building syndrome’. This illness refers to
symptoms you only get while in a particular building,
such as an office. While it’s not exactly clear what
causes sick building syndrome, the NHS claims
that poor ventilation and poorly maintained air
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conditioning systems likely play a part.
In order to keep your air handling systems in top
condition and avoid air contamination, it’s important
they are monitored and cleaned in line with the
guidance set out by regulators.
Depending on the size, location and age of these
systems, this can be easier said than done. In this
piece, we outline what office managers need to know
in order to keep their air handling systems clean,
safe, and legally compliant.

RESPONDING AND REACTING TO REGULATION
The guidance that governs air handling system
cleaning in order to comply with workplace
regulations is called TR19. Defined by the Building
Engineering Services Association (BESA) 20 years
ago, TR19 was created as a way to standardise extract
cleaning systems. This has become the standard to
which most insurers and the building engineering
service sector use when performing ductwork
cleaning operations.
The regulation states that ventilation systems
must be frequently cleaned to meet standards set
out by the Workplace (Health Safety and Welfare)
Regulation 1992, Section 6. It also requires building
and FMs to keep good records showing evidence that
the ductwork continues to meet the regulations.

COMPLYING WITH TR19
Diligence is key to compliance with TR19. Ducts and
ventilation systems should be monitored, or cleaned
in accordance with the guidelines, preferably by a
professional company, to make the recordkeeping

process even easier.
How often your ventilation systems need cleaning
depends on its level of usage and the type of
business it operates in. Under TR19 guidelines, heavy
usage operations should be cleaned every three
months. These are typically office buildings in a large
city that use their systems between 12 and 16 hours
a day, and as a result, are more likely to get blocked
from the polluted air. Moderate usage operations
are active between 6 and 12 hours a day, and should
be cleaned every six months. For those only using
ventilation systems for 2-6 hours a day, a clean is
advised every 12 months.
The role of specialist technicians is imperative.
They will carry out air handling system monitoring,
most likely by using a piece of equipment called an
Elcometer 456 to measure the levels of dust in the
system. The Elcometer 456 is a thickness gauge with
a scan probe, providing accurate readings of dry
deposit thickness in air handling systems. Once these
readings have been obtained, they are collated into a
detailed, TR19 compliant report.
Images, schematic drawings and recommendations
are also included within this report, which can then
be used as evidence of monitoring and adherence
with recognised standards.
What’s more, specialist technicians will carry out
ventilation and extraction system cleaning services at
times convenient to you, causing minimal disruption
to your business. Where access is limited, they can
also install access panels to ensure that every part of
a vent or duct is reached.

THE BENEFITS
In addition to being legally compliant, an air handling
system cleaned to TR19 standard is more likely to
ventilate fresh air, helping to improve the quality
of air in the office which brings significant benefits.
According to a study by Harvard and Syracuse
Universities, higher air quality in offices has been
shown to improve the productivity of workers in the
buildings by up to 60 per cent, as well as thinking (27
per cent) and health (30 per cent).
Regular cleaning of ventilation systems will also
improve the efficiency of the machinery, helping
to reduce costs associated with its usage and
maintenance. Regularly checking your systems
means you are more likely to identify any issues
before they become difficult to fix.

FINAL WORDS
Even though most of the summer heat may have
passed, businesses still rely on air conditioning
to keep their employees cool and alert during
the working week. Thanks to the regulations
laid out by TR19, the cleaning and maintenance
of air purification and conditioning systems not
only helps to prevent the risk of office workers
becoming ill, it also drives productivity. It’s vital
that this responsibility isn’t forgotten about as we
enter Autumn, and that every ventilation system
throughout a premise is TR19-verified.
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FAST FACTS

REMOTE CONTROL
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

I

James Palmer of global associates explains how a remote monitoring system can help
facilities managers create more energy eﬃcient buildings and a healthier, more productive
work environment

nstant access defines the modern
era. Whether it’s via 24-hour
news channels, social media or
live streaming websites, we have
information at our fingertips.
Monitoring technology has already
been put to great use in the world
of sport. Motor racing teams can
use telemetry in the pit lane to
assess a car’s performance and
respond accordingly, and software
allows an athlete’s fitness to be
constantly measured. By monitoring
the athlete’s heart rate, mood and
performance, trainers and coaches
can identify the problem areas among
their teams and take the necessary
action as early as possible. If a
sportsperson is underperforming
or recovering from an injury a
training programme can be adapted
specifically to help them reach
their optimum performance. With
stringent energy efficiency targets in
place, and an increasing demand for
space utilisation and wellbeing data,
isn’t it time we started managing our
buildings the same way?
Effective management of commercial
properties of any size can be a
challenge, especially if you have a
limited number of maintenance staff
covering a large number of properties.
It is also crucial from a landlord-tenant
point of view. A badly managed building
will not sit kindly with tenants who need
reliable building services in order for
their staff to be happy and their business
to be running smoothly.
When a building, or portfolio of
buildings is managed poorly, valuable
time and money can be wasted on
menial problems that could be solved
without a visit. This can be exacerbated
by more serious problems in other
buildings that require urgent attention.
If a problem has not even been reported
yet by a member of staff, then the
fault could get worse, leading to more
downtime and potentially more costly
16
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repairs. Remote monitoring systems
enable a building’s services to be
managed remotely through sensors
that can immediately alert the building
manager when a fault occurs.
There is nothing new about remotely
monitoring plant, and lift safety systems
in buildings. However, there’s a big
difference between dialling out an alarm
and being able to intelligently analyse a
set of conditions and decide how critical
the situation really is before escalation.

OPTIMISATION OPPORTUNITIES
As technology systems within a BMS
Building Management Systems (BMS)
and Internet of Things (IoT) environment
become increasingly connected and
generate vast amounts of data, it is vital
that this information can be used in a
way that proactively drives optimisation
opportunities across your building or
estate.
The latest IoT technologies allow lower
cost connectivity and makes the deeper
integration of systems more affordable.
With more data available, and more
affordable intelligence analysing that
data, you could significantly reduce
call outs, while increasing first visit fixes
dramatically.
For example, a fault in a DX
unit cooling a server room would
traditionally cause an escalation,
requiring an engineer to visit site.
However, what if the ambient
temperature in the building is only
16°C as it’s 4am? What if the outside
air temperature is 4°C and there’s free
cooling available? What if there’s a
second air conditioning unit more than
capable of taking up the load?
Wouldn’t it be great for the engineer,
and for your maintenance budget, if
the monitoring system was configured
to look at a variety of factors before
determining when to escalate to a
call out? Wouldn’t it be even better if
the engineer could see a full history
of alarms, temperatures, starts and

other factors leading up to the alarm
before attending site, so they have
some clues at the very least, before
setting off? If there’s a dirty filter in AC
unit 1, and the Planned Preventative
Maintenance (PPM) visit is scheduled
for next week anyway, does the
engineer even need to attend? Or it
could make more sense to make sure
the PPM engineer has a clean filter on
the van before setting off!
Of course, the opposite can
also be true. A small fault may be
insignificant on its own, but when
taken in context with other small faults
in other areas, the net effect could
be catastrophic. Very few BMS are
configured to aggregate faults from
third party systems and analyse their
potential long-term costs, to identify
a potentially critical situation on the
horizon.

ESCALATION PROCEDURES
This is where intelligent monitoring
systems can help. Intelligent
monitoring solutions allow data from
multiple systems to be analysed and
compared to sets of rules, which
improve escalation procedures. This
reduces unnecessary call outs and
increases the effectiveness of all
remedial visits. The
data aggregated on
hours run, frequency
of maintenance and
call out outcomes
then feeds back
into PPM routines,
allowing you to
understand which
areas are truly
critical and to focus
resources on them.
The benefits of a
system such as this
go far beyond what it
can offer the building
manager. Although
an efficiently run

building with minimum downtime for
all its services will obviously result in
staff satisfaction in their place of work,
they can also use a remote monitoring
system to improve their working
environment, and at the required times
too.
Take for example a large office
building with many shared meeting
rooms. No longer do we have to
book a room by writing it down in
a diary or even emailing a request.
Our global spaces solution interfaces
room booking systems and BMS, to
optimise the environmental controls
for specific sessions or clientele. The
room is booked through the booking
system and the reservation is then used
to intelligently optimise the meeting
room’s services through a library of
BMS and lighting interfaces. This means
a group can turn up for their meeting
knowing that the room is already
prepared to their requirements.

COMFORT DEMOCRACY
Global spaces can also allow occupants
to democratically control their own
environment, without spoiling it
for others, thus creating a comfort
democracy. The system knows how
many people will be using the space
and uses thresholds to determine
whether heating, cooling or fresh air is
required. Over time, as the system gets
used, the building manager will be able
to see people’s preferences and habits
as well as the savings being made in
real time.
Most importantly, you will create a
working space that people enjoy being
in, enabling them to focus on the job in
hand without being distracted by their
environment and creating a healthier,
more productive workplace.
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SOCIAL - BLOG
BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

 Lucy Jeynes @RIBA

Approved Document B: Fire Safety - Volume

1: Dwellings. Order from #RIBABooks to learn

about the latest building regulations (in effect
since 30 August 2019) around fire safety

and dwellings within and around buildings,

including blocks of flats: http://bit.ly/2lPMvHJ
 FMJ Jobs

www.linkedin.com/showcase/fmj-jobs/

One in three flexible working requests turned
down, TUC poll reveals

https://bit.ly/2LfK764

#fmjjobs #flexibleworking
 AccessAble @AccessAbleUK

“It is clear that accessibility means a whole

lot more than physical alterations. It’s about
understanding and valuing the lives of the

disabled community” @samrenke on what

#accessibility means to her and other disabled
people. #KnowMoreGoMore

 UK Green Building Council @UKGBC

ICYMI check out our latest blog on the value of

#nature in the built environment & tell us what
you think about our proposed sector ambition

around #ClimateResilience and #biodiversity in
our consultation!

 Peter Ankerstjerne

www.linkedin.com/in/peter-ankerstjerne1aa9121

Head of FM and Workplace Experience at PxWe,
EMEA at WeWork and Vice Chair of IFMA’s BoD.

Creativity in the workplace is quickly becoming
the key to success for any growing business.

No doubt there is an increasing demand for HR
to be closely involved in Workplace Strategy
development together with FM/CRE and IT.
https://lnkd.in/gZqWnCR

#fm #workspace #workexperience
#workplaceofthefuture
 Acas @acasorguk

How much do you know about statutory

entitlement? Learn all about your workers’
rights when it comes to annual leave here:
https://bit.ly/1jhwq3a
#Timeoffwork
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THE CERTAINTY OF UNCERTAINTY

A

s summer ends and the big return to
work gathers a pace the only certainty in
the FM sector and the built environment
is the continued uncertainty that pervades our
whole economy.
Traditionally this is the point within the
yearly business cycle where plans are being
checked and adjusted for year end numbers and
thoughts turn to budgets, targets and goals for
the coming years ahead.
It is impossible to ignore the 31st October.
The ramifications of how we exit or don’t
exit the EU on that date will impact on the
final quarter of this year and there is a strong
possibility that we could be in the grip of a
general election, all of which brings uncertainty
to the economy at large. It is within this
environment that we need to keep delivering
services, attract and develop talent within our
profession, develop innovative solutions and
keep an eye on the rapidly changing digital
world and all that has to offer us.
Political uncertainty is not good for our
communities or for our teams and it is
important that businesses act responsibly and
sustainably to navigate the challenges that the
final quarter of this year will present.
Facilities management is a huge employer
within UK PLC and is very diverse, not
only in the roles that are available
but also the people we employ.
The Brexit issue has had
a polarising effect on
political debate within
our country with the
extremist views of
both the right and left
often drowning out
the more moderate
voices on either side
of the argument. The
increasing use of social
media as an influencer for
change and the explosion of
information gleaned from our
social media preferences has seen our
phones, tablets and laptops become the weapon
of choice for those that wish to push their own
ideology to the masses.
As FM professionals and business leaders
all we can do (and we are expert at this by our
nature) is plan and organise ourselves for every
eventuality. The 31st October may well come
and go without a whimper, the 2019 version of
Y2K, when we prepared ourselves for critical
failures moving into a new millennium only to
see the new century ushered in without the hint
of a wobble. Or it might be delayed again.
There is a scenario, however, where
things don’t quite go so well, and we need to
understand and prepare where possible for the
ramifications for all our stakeholder groups.

Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities
Facilities professionals will already be speaking
to their suppliers, customers and teams about
maintaining services and identifying critical
areas where a heightened level of planning will
be required just in case.
Crucially though, we need to understand that
in our workplaces and across our offices
and delivery areas that we are
primarily a people business.
The likelihood is that our
teams will reflect the
divided nature of the
debate that already
exists within the
country at large.
The Brexit debate
and the politics that
will surround it over
the coming months
must not be allowed
to become divisive or
unsettling for our teams,
we have a responsibility as
professionals to ensure discussions
and debates in the workplace are balanced,
responsible but most of all well informed and
good natured.
We are blessed to live in a strong democracy.
It is true that discussions about our future in
Europe will generate lively debate and strong
feelings on all sides. We should all remember,
however, that the freedoms and cultural
diversities that exists within our country is what
makes us strong and that is reflected nowhere
more clearly than in our fabulous FM profession.
Halloween will come and go, our FM teams
will be out delivering excellent services,
supporting our communities and keeping UK
PLC ticking over whatever the next few months
brings to bear.

We are blessed to live in
a strong democracy. It is true
that discussions about our
future in Europe will generate
lively debate and strong
feelings on all sides.”
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The insourcing of FM
services is growing in
popularity. The report
‘Rebuilding Capacity:
The case for insourcing
public contracts’ from the
University of Liverpool,
recommends it for providing
service flexibility and the ability
to allocate resources where they
are needed. There are also many
good examples of successful outsourced
contracts, so is bringing FM services back in-house the
best option for businesses and organisations?

that would benefit from
outsourcing but perhaps they
are hesitant due to previous
experiences. In some cases,
providers may have overpromised and under-delivered
or costs could have gradually
increased from what was originally
proposed when the contract was
agreed.
The problem isn’t in outsourcing itself; it’s
in how the outsourcing relationship is set up. It
seems, in some cases, there is disconnect between the
client and contractor’s concept of what success looks like. It’s
about aligning both sides to be ‘one team’. Given the changing
landscape, adapting the relationship between client and

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE FM CONSULTANT’S VIEW
NIGEL FORBES, MANAGING PARTNER AT LITMUS
PARTNERSHIP
In the past two years,
there have been
some big changes
within the facilities
management sector;
no more so than
in January 2018
which saw Carillion
collapse and go
into compulsory
liquidation. The
effects of this
resonated with many
Nigel Forbes
of us and served as a
stark reminder to the
FM industry around
the importance of contract terms and proper
assessment of the financial risks they are
willing to take. Since Carillion, there has been
an increased sense of cautiousness within
the public sector; and understandably so.
There have also been reports of some
organisations and businesses choosing
to bring services in-house; not simply as a
result of the Carillion collapse but for various
reasons. For some, moving to an in-house
provision model could be the right decision and
many do consider this option now, rather than
automatically re-tendering.
However, there are also many where outsourcing is the
more suitable model. Indeed, there are plenty of organisations

contractor to reflect these changing times will help navigate
conceived ideas of cautiousness and concern. But how can
this new set-up be put in place? Where do you start, and more
importantly, what does it actually look like?
Currently, a typical contract is set-up to focus on ‘contractor
delivering against a set of KPIs and if they aren’t delivered
the contractor is penalised’ – usually in the form of a financial
penalty. It’s very much ‘us vs them’. Wouldn’t a more
collaborative style of working make more sense?
I came across a more collaborative business model – Vested
– which is gaining traction across Europe and the US, and
is helping to transform high-performing, strategic client
and contractor relationships. Unlike traditional business
relationships, which are focused on win-lose arrangements, the
mindset behind Vested is not ‘what’s in it for me’ but ‘what’s in
it for we?’
We believe elements of this Vested approach could
revolutionise the way that clients and FM providers
work together. It brings benefits to both parties;
benefits that include:

Currently, a typical
contract is set-up to focus on
‘contractor delivering against a
set of KPIs and if they aren’t
delivered the contractor
is penalised’.”
– Nigel Forbes
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• Mutual success for both: more than
simply focusing on the success of
the contractual relationship, Vested
commits both the client and the
service provider to the success of
each other's overall business.
• Stronger partnerships: a more lasting
relationship is developed between the

client and provider, through a strengthened
sense of partnership.
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• Aligning on goals: by sharing their expertise and
aligning their goals, both parties are able to drive
innovation, adapt to changing needs and mitigate
risk while working towards mutual success.
Vested challenges the usual way of working. It creates
an environment where new thinking is welcomed.
Moreover, it paves the way for both businesses to be
striving towards mutually aligned success. Instead
of having 10 people working for the provider and
10 people working for the client, you suddenly find
yourself with 20 people all working towards the same
end-goals. You’ve doubled your team. You’ve doubled
your brain power. You’ve doubled the outputs. 

THE FM INTEGRATOR’S VIEW
MARK SUTCLIFFE, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE
FM INTEGRATOR AT KBR
A quick search
on Google
will bring up
a plethora of
articles for
and against
insourcing and
outsourcing,
with many
authors playing
it up as a one
or the other
scenario. In
Mark Sutcliffe
reality it’s a
much more
nuanced decision and often involves a combination of
the two.
Insourcing certainly has its advantages. It can help
with cultural alignment across an organisation and
creating more of a community feel. Managers may be
able to have more control over a team and can build
up a skilled set of staff. The collapse of Carillion and
troubles with other large suppliers has rocked consumer
confidence and has been a big factor in the shift towards
insourcing.
Of course, outsourcing brings its own unique set of
benefits. It can allow managers to focus on the core
business and control the costs of service delivery. It
can also increase efficiency to work with a highlyspecialised provider, with a side-benefit being that
existing staff can learn from that supplier.
Those highly-specialised providers are often SMEs
that work in one area of service delivery. For business
leaders worried about the risk of outsourcing multiple
services to one large company the SME option is a great
alternative and the use of SME’s represents a clear
commitment to Social Value.
The one sticking point for many companies when
considering working with multiple SMEs is the concern

of how to manage many contracts and relationships.
Even just a handful of suppliers can feel overwhelming
and convinces many managers that the answer is to
bring services back in-house.
So how can a company reap the benefits of both
insourcing and outsourcing, maintain high standards
across all services and control all FM processes in a
cohesive way?
Modern FM models have been designed to respond
to this set of criteria. Now in its second-generation,
the Integrator provides the flexibility that businesses
have been desperate for. Acting as an independent
and impartial service, the Integrator works for clients
whatever their ratio of insourcing to outsourcing
happens to be.
Crucially, because the model is independent it adapts
seamlessly to changes in service delivery, whether
that be a new supplier or tweaking a contract with an
existing supplier.
The optimisation of data and consistency in reporting
means the clients will always have their finger on the
pulse of FM without the need to micro-manage or spend
vast quantities of time managing processes. Problems
and opportunities are easy to identify and quick to act
on.
Rather than taking an either/or approach to FM,
businesses are best advised to adopt an open mind as
the best option for service delivery will change on a
case-by-case basis.
The most effective businesses are those that are
innovative, flexible and adaptable. FM is an area that
has such a big impact on the workforce, and therefore
the company as a whole, that these characteristics are
vital for long-term success. 

Market-leading
Facilities
Management
Software
from FSI
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core CAFM solution
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Workplace Technology
apps
FSI GO:
Mobile Workforce

Enhance corporate
wellbeing with CAFM
technology from FSI

THE FM BENCHMARKER’S VIEW
MIKE BOXALL, MANAGING DIRECTOR, SITEMARK
The decision
between whether
to insource or
outsource is an
ongoing, complex
and dynamic one
for businesses to
make in 2019’s
turbulent times.
With the likes
of Brexit and
government
Mike Boxall
changes, the
uncertainty
between trade deals
and the ongoing repercussions from the collapse of FM
and construction giant Carillion, businesses are being
influenced by considerable factors before being able to
conclude on their decision to in/outsource.
In the UK, according to a Raconteur report, 69 per cent
of all businesses that outsource are doing so in order
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to reduce costs, and 64 per cent is due to business transformation,
which involves making fundamental changes to processes and
company constructs. So, there are clear-cut reasons to outsource.
With this, however, comes the challenges of trusting an external
organisation to handle an often-crucial part of a customer’s business.
Whether it’s IT, marketing or cleaning, there is next to no constraints
on the areas of outsourcing possible to company owners today. And
with which, comes further questions around trust, value, and return
on investment.
Out of multiple different reasons (budgets, work load and team
capacity, for example), the main reason found was to reduce and
manage costs, from a survey by Deloitte. Although not always
the cheapest option on paper, outsourcing can often be the most
cost-effective. By enlisting the help of expert professionals on
certain areas of your business, you are drastically reducing the time
required to complete the same jobs by potentially less-experienced
individuals internally. The process of having to outsource has
become second nature to most companies, but with the turbulent
recent years of trade and government policy, business owners alike
can surely only benefit by consistently questioning and updating
their business models, budgets and strategies.
The alternative to outsourcing is focusing these efforts in keeping
all practices in-house. Again, there may be several varying reasons
for doing so, potentially the most prominent would be for ease
of management and time. By keeping all processes internal,
management is able to maintain a considerably closer eye on work
being carried out. The issues of trust, reputation and reliability can
be drastically reduced, consequently allowing for greater flexibility,
transparency and capacity within internal teams.
Taking into account the areas that organisations will typically
outsource – cleaning, security, catering, etc. – there is great potential
for the industry to push the limits of what can be achieved in
terms of standards of service, customer satisfaction and bettering
the reputation of our so-called ‘Cinderella profession’. Choosing
outsourcing can ensure budgets are catered for by industry experts
that specialise in the very field you are investing your trust in, and
that innovative new solutions are more successfully implemented.
Within FM specifically, the industry’s main players are having
to work harder than ever to prove their trustworthiness, smaller
suppliers are having to fight to prove their worth in personability
and internal teams are feeling the intensifying pressure of delivering
against tight budgets from head office.
The argument over insourcing or outsourcing is far from settled.
Businesses’ needs will continue to shift; clients will continually
challenge their service providers; and the sectors FMs work within
will remain a turbulent and uncertain space. To combat this,
organisations should abide by these fundamentals: be bold, be
honest, and be consistent. 

THE PROPERTY SERVICES PROVIDER’S VIEW
ANDREW WOOD, CEO, DMA GROUP
The insourcing / outsourcing debate has been dominated by
assumptions. Before the Carillion fiasco, it was thought outsourcing
could be delivered more effectively and cheaply than an in-house
provision. Now, though, the tables have turned. The new narrative
paints outsourcing as the scapegoat for market failure. Outsourcing
is blamed for a loss of direct control and limited flexibility. Is this a
fair appraisal? Or is it just a knee-jerk reaction to the failures of the
main players that have tainted the trust in FM? We would suggest the
latter.
Construction giants that intentionally adopted big cheque book
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buy-n-build strategies
in pursuit of larger,
broader, non-core
deals (regardless of
the associated risk)
have played a rather
damaging role in diluting
the trust in outsourced
FM. We believe this to be
particularly true in the
public sector. In both
public and private sector,
those introspective
customers will be ruing
some ruinously weak
procurement processes.
Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that finance directors are being
asked to review the investment case for insourcing.
While offering flexibility, insourcing can provide certainty of supply
and allocation of resource. With an in-house team, there’s immediate
availability of people. Then you’ve got familiarity that comes with it.
Plus it’s easier to drive a sense of culture, a sense of belonging. This,
of course, all depends on how the in-house provision is set up and
managed. Ultimately, insourcing is the best solution if you can’t find
a reliable outsource partner. Those are the pros. But there are cons,
too. Firstly, insourcing requires a significant up-front investment, and
fixed people costs will naturally soar. Then there’s the abundance
of processes and technology that comes with managing a large
onsite team. This can be both an administrative and a financial
burden. Finally, there still needs to be a contingency for specialist
subcontractors and additional labour when things go wrong.
The ‘Rebuilding Capacity’ research explores the growing
phenomenon of insourcing in the public sector. The larger contracts
spanning the public sector portfolio do seem to go through regular
cycles of insourcing/outsourcing, but we’re not seeing this trend in
the private sector. If anything, in this period of endemic uncertainty,
we see organisations making their cost-base variable, not fixed.
Outsourcing involves a single price, negotiated with a trusted
partner – or it’s the outcome of a competitive tender process. The
benefits of outsourcing far exceed the smaller up-front investment.
If you choose the right provider, one that aligns with your values and
your work ethic, then you can enjoy just as much control, flexibility,
efficiency and cost effectiveness as you would managing a large
in-house team. SLAs and KPIs can be set for the outsource partner
to monitor performance. And thanks to smarter tech, coupled with
a big appetite for transparent reporting (from both sides), there
is scope for standardisation of work methodology and consistent
quality. If you get it really right; you won’t even see the provider as a
supplier, they’ll just become an extension of the team.
FM provision is at its best when there is a blend of internal and
external teams and TRUE partnership between the customer, the FM
outsourcer and the supply chain, in specifying and delivering the
optimal service solution. As it stands, we’d suggest the insourcing /
outsourcing narrative is half baked; the real story is how best in class
collaborations with partners across the property service spectrum
exist to serve the needs of customers. 

Andrew Wood

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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facilities management businesses:
• Understand their environmental risks
• Maintain assets to reduce spills / environmental incidents
• Provide emergency response for spill incidents
• Prepare, prevent and plan for floods
• Deal with large scale flooding and environmental disasters
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better prepared call:
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GREGGS

ENGINEERS ON THE GO
I

Jason O’Neill, National Maintenance Operations Manager for Greggs, explains how
the food-on-the-go retailer has created a state-of-the-art, technology-led, shop
maintenance service with impressive results

joined Greggs 20 years ago as a shop
maintenance engineer. Having worked
through various roles within the
team, I now head up shop maintenance
operations. In today’s fiercely competitive
market, the facilities service management
operation is a vital backbone for all food
service chains. It can impact so many
areas of a business, including costs,
margins, revenue, health and safety and
customer experience.
Any inefficiency has the potential to
affect margins through higher costs and
reduce revenue through lost sales and
negative customer experience. Equipment
breakdown, such as a hot food unit or coffee
machine with a fault, needs to be fixed as
fast as possible to avoid lost sales, customer
frustration and, potentially, money in a
competitor’s pocket.
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Unfortunately, when it comes to setting
the strategic agenda, many organisations
don’t give the facilities service management
operation the business-critical focus it
should have. But as pressure continues
to increase on the cost and revenue front,
particularly with Brexit looming, this is likely
to change.
By innovating and introducing new
technology in facilities service management,
the productivity improvements and
cost savings gained can offset rising
and less controllable costs in other
areas of the business. Processes can
be streamlined, operational efficiency
optimised, touchpoints minimised, and
administration reduced – not just across
facilities management, but in back office
administration, sales order processing
and invoicing. It’s important for all food

service businesses to recognise that new
technologies can help them to remain
competitive.
Automation and digital processes
can remove millions of administration
touchpoints and a great deal of paperwork
each year, as well as providing visibility,
control and an important digital audit
trail. For organisations and food service
chains with field service teams, routes, fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions can be
monitored and minimised through a service
management system to reduce both costs
and environmental impact.
At Greggs, serving millions of customers
each week depends on our service
operations team maintaining our equipment
and premises in optimum condition, from
fridges and freezers, hot food units and
coffee machines to the speedy repair of
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shop fittings. Our shop maintenance team
performs a key role in the overall customer
experience and smooth running of our
shops.
We have a team of 52 in-house engineers
as well as subcontractors that maintain
1,800 company-managed shops and
catering equipment nationwide. Despite
growing our company-managed estate, we
haven’t needed to increase the number of
engineers required to maintain them. We’ve
used our existing resources more effectively
by investing in the best technology and
continually optimising our processes.

SKILLS AND TECH
All our engineers are multiskilled. This
is important because the service and
maintenance requirements of our shops
are so varied. Engineers are able to carry
out work ranging from equipment repairs
to changing light fittings and general
maintenance.
Our service management platform
simplifies the management of
complex processes in our
fast-paced business.
It was essential for
us to have realtime visibility
and control
of our shop
maintenance
operation for
planned and
preventative
maintenance
- including
engineer activity,
every asset at every
shop, asset history, and
the status of jobs – at any
point in time.
The scale and growth ambitions of Greggs
and our desire to continuously improve

efficiency and customer experience meant
we also required a futureproof system
able to take on more processes
over time. We chose Aeromark’s
real-time service management
platform because, as well
as its comprehensive
core function set, it is
exceptionally configurable
both to our current and
future needs. The platform
can be customised to
suit the way we want to
operate, rather than limit our
performance or processes to
fit the constraints of a vendor’s
system.
Our shop maintenance
operations team now has a
single centralised platform for
asset management, dynamic real-time
scheduling of planned maintenance and
reactive work, integrated mobile workflows,
vehicle tracking and seamless integration
with subcontractors.
This has increased
the efficiency of our
shop maintenance
service supply
chain,
reduced our
subcontractor
costs and
enabled us
to use our
in-house
multiskilled
engineers more
effectively. As a
result, we have driven
up productivity by 146
per cent, and the number of
service or repair jobs each of our inhouse engineers can complete in a day has
increased from three to more than seven,

We have increased the
number of service and
maintenance jobs each engineer
completes from three to more
than seven per day, on average.
That’s a huge gain in
eﬃciency.”

CASE STUDY

on average. That’s a huge gain in efficiency.
We’ve also made it simpler and more
efficient for shop staff to report issues and
request engineer callouts. We wanted to
empower our shops to take ownership of
their requirements and enable them to track
the progress of their job requests through
to completion. Previously, shops had to
ring a busy central contact centre which
handles thousands of calls each week. Even
relatively minor maintenance, such as a
broken door handle, is important to report
in order to maintain good-looking shops
and an exceptional customer experience.
Today, all 1,800 company-managed
shops have access to a self-service portal
to log a maintenance call in a few clicks.
Every asset, in every shop, nationwide, is
labelled and scanned into the system for
identification, with a dropdown selector for
problem codes. Providing our shops with a
system that has delivered on convenience
and ease of use has resulted in an increase
in the number of jobs logged by staff for
proactive maintenance, but at the same
time, it has also made our planning team
and engineers more efficient.
Multi-intervention scheduling is a feature
that provides us with full visibility of all calls
open at every shop. Now, when we receive
a reactive service request and schedule the
work, the system selects the most efficient
route, along with other jobs that have been
logged at the shop, so that engineers can
complete them all in one visit. It cuts out
multiple engineer callouts to the same site
and travel time backwards and forwards
between sites.
This means our engineers’ time is
optimised, fuel consumption and CO2
emissions are reduced, and planning and
scheduling is simpler – making us a more
efficient team. We also automate the
SEPTEMBER 2019
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from the system to determine the optimum
lifecycle of our various equipment. This will
enable us to plan proactive maintenance
more effectively, which in turn should
extend the lifespan of our assets, reduce
SUBCONTRACTOR PORTALS
reactive service costs, and make the
replacement cycle more efficient. It’s also
We allocate and alert work directly to our
important to know when equipment is
subcontractors through a dedicated portal
beyond economical repair.
which gives them real-time access to the
We have even created a workflow in our
job details and asset service history. While
system to manage space audits, which
on site, subcontractors provide information
determine the food order capacity in each
and costs to be applied to the job, via
individual shop based on the number
the portal, and we can monitor job
of equipment units installed.
progress and subcontractor
This triggers a report
performance.
into our SAP system,
When engineers
which creates the
need additional
restock orders
parts, they
Despite growing our estate
and ensures
initiate a
to 1,800 shops, we haven’t
shops aren’t
parts request
overstocked.
via their
increased the number of engineers
smartphone.
required to maintain them. We’ve
THE FUTURE
This triggers
a requirement
Service
can’t
used our existing resources
for the planning
be static. A
more eﬀectively, increasing
desk to place
huge benefit
an order, which
of our service
productivity 146%.”
is delivered to the
management
required shop. When
platform is that it’s
the parts are received, the
exceptionally configurable,
shop updates the system via their
which enables us to continuously
self-service portal, which sends the job for
improve performance. For example, the
rescheduling to fit parts.
next step for us is to integrate Aeromark’s
Since capturing all our assets in our
automated parts ordering and van stock
system, we have recently introduced a new
replenishment system.
role of equipment lifecyle manager, whose
To get the most positive outcomes
primary focus is to use the data we obtain
and achieve the productivity and costmanagement of planned maintenance,
which ensures regular tasks are scheduled
and undertaken, reducing reactive callouts.
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saving benefits that we have achieved, it’s
important to work in partnership, as a team,
with your technology provider. Adopt an
iterative deployment model and optimise
processes in a phased approach.
Of course, systems alone cannot create
these efficiencies. None of this would be
possible without our people, who make
our business successful. The introduction
of new technology was a big change for us,
particularly for our engineers. Without them
embracing these changes, adapting their
working days, feeding back things that work
well and areas we could improve, we could
not have made the new system work.
Increasing productivity requires
investment in people, skills, technology and
innovation. Fundamentally, it requires a
desire and willingness to change how your
organisation works.

FOCUS

ACCESS CONTROL

QUALITY CONTROL
Richard Jenkins, chief executive at the National Security Inspectorate (NSI), oﬀers
advice on ﬁnding the right suppliers to help manage access to your buildings

A

ccess control reduces risk and
increases the safety of those working
in or visiting a building. Whether
introduced retrospectively to enhance
security measures or as part of a new
construction project, a comprehensive
access control system can improve overall
security.
According to a 2017 Memoori report,
‘Market size and major trends in the access
control market 2017 to 2022’, the global
access control market is set to grow by
a compound annual growth rate of over
eight per cent until 2022, driven by high
adoption of access control solutions as
a result of deploying increased safety
measures. Following introduction of the
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
identity management and technological
advancements, such as increasingly
reliable wireless technology and adoption
of IoT-based security systems with cloud
computing platforms, are fuelling growth
and enhancing performance.
Various product designs and levels of
sophistication are available. Requirements
vary depending on whether a building is
single occupancy or multi-tenanted, and
it’s important to specify system needs
thoroughly and precisely. Whatever the
environment, the same questions of need
and operability apply. It’s not just hardware
elements that need to be fit for purpose –
system design must also address specific

applications and planned use.
For example, different credentials or
recognition technologies can be deployed for
users to gain access to controlled areas of a
building. Recognition technologies fall into
three categories: something known to the
user, such as a Pin code; something carried by
the user, such as a token, fob or card; and a
unique identifier, perhaps a biometric such as
fingerprint or retina recognition.
Door controller software at the heart of a
system may be set to determine access rights
for individuals at any given time. Parameters
can vary dependent on the sophistication and
scale of the system, including the number of
readers and zones being controlled from any
one point.
Some of the options include:
 A single standalone door controller linked to
a single door with no software
 Multiple door controllers networked to a
single PC controlling a single zone or site
 Multiple zone configurations networked over
a wide network area (could be appropriate
for larger, more complex environments such
as hospitals or schools).
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CERTIFIED PROVIDERS
It is natural to focus on hardware elements,
but intelligent software design delivering
fit-for-purpose installations is equally
important. So where should those
responsible for a building’s security look
for their access control solution, or the
maintenance of an existing system?
Buyers need to be confident that their
providers are working to the highest
industry standards, with the capability
to assess risks and interpret the buyer’s
specific requirements. When selecting a
provider, it’s useful to consider prospective
suppliers’ third-party certification or
approval credentials.
As a certification body specialising in
the security and fire safety sector, NSI has
an active register of over 1,800 approved
companies, all of whom have been
rigorously audited for compliance
against a wide variety of scopes
and codes of practice. For
installers of systems this
means taking into account
British standards as well as
other industry best practice.
For example, NSI’s code
of practice NCP 109 for
the design, installation
and maintenance of access
control systems draws on the
Equality Act 2010, the Disability
Discrimination Act 2005, BS 7273-4
for fire protection (activation of release
mechanisms for doors) and BS 7671 for
electrical installations. It requires access
control installers to assign each system
access point with a risk classification
according to the level of security required:
class I (low risk), class II (low to medium
risk), class III (medium to high risk), and
class IV (high risk).
All NSI Nacoss Gold and Systems Silverapproved companies working to this code of
practice are equipped to advise on the most
appropriate system given the needs of the
building being managed.
As part of the design and specification
process, NSI-approved installers undertake
a risk assessment. This is a review of the
assessed threat, points of higher exposure
and expected people flows. It considers
means of escape in the event of a fire or
security incident, and the most suitable type
of recognition technology.
Along with identified risks and recognition
needs, the number of access points to be
secured and monitored – including by video
surveillance and remote monitoring – are
factored in to the design. This includes
the need to manage variation in risk
classification for access points, which may
vary between daylight hours and hours
of darkness, weekdays and weekends, or

during other critical periods where the risk
factors may be different.
NSI-approved installers issue for each
new access control system a certificate of
compliance that affirms the installation has
been delivered in accordance with NSI code
of practice 109.
It’s normal for the components of any
access control system to deteriorate with
time. Doors, latches, card readers, closing
devices and proximity cards all become
worn at some point and could create a
loophole in the security and, indeed, fire
safety systems. NSI-approved companies
share a log of activity that demonstrate
the system has been comprehensively
maintained, not dissimilar in concept to a
vehicle MOT.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Record-keeping and data security
are also considered. Typically,
individuals log in, which
means permissions are a
point of risk. Failsafe system
controls and procedures
can ensure recognition
log-ins are up to date, with
permissions for employees
added and withdrawn in a
timely fashion. This is basic
risk management. Access control
systems store personal data which
must be held securely. Data protection
requirements (including GDPR) must be
embraced by the data controller and data
processor(s).
Well-recognised codes of practice, such as
NSI’s NCP 109, are designed to demonstrate
the credentials of specialist security
providers to buyers and users, helping to
ensure good practice by providers and
operators in managing security risk. They
provide a framework to assist specifiers,

Buyers need to be
conﬁdent that their providers
are working to the highest
industry standards, with the
capability to assess risks and
interpret the buyer’s speciﬁc
requirements.”

FOCUS

installers and users in establishing risk,
needs and requirements, and help specifiers
and users to determine the appropriate level
of security and sophistication required for
a given application. They also assist system
designers in meeting specifier or user
requirements.
The successful operation of access
control systems is built on clear
collaboration between specifiers, users and
installers. Security can only be achieved
with carefully developed and clearly
understood specifications and usability in
practice. Design must consider hardware
components, take account of a dynamic risk
assessment, and be based on knowledge of
preferred modes of operation, management
and maintenance. Working with approved
installers competent in end-to-end delivery
of a solution means peace of mind for
specifier and user alike in delivering secure
environments.
From the facilities manager’s perspective,
choosing an NSI-approved company
provides confidence that their provider is
subject to ongoing independent inspection
of its competence, business practice and
communications with clients, including
sample inspections of installations.
NSI Nacoss Gold approval includes
certification to BS EN ISO 9001 (for a
company’s quality management system) as
well as adherence to the relevant standards
detailed in the NCP 109. Companies that
benchmark themselves against NSI approval
schemes demonstrate commitment to the
highest standards of competence in the
design, delivery, operation, management
and maintenance of access control systems.
NSI’s independent approval provides
assurance to facilities managers that
installers, operators and the management
of access control systems deliver consistent
best practice in helping keep people safe.
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PICK THE RIGHT LOCKS
Jo Milne-Rowe, Chair of the Institute of Architectural Ironmongers, warns that the ﬂexible working
environments expected by today’s workers require smarter access control

A

ccording to recent research by the
Office for National Statistics (ONS), UK
worker productivity has fallen to a two-year
low (see References, note 1). Employers
can help increase workplace productivity
by incentivising staff with flexible working
hours and by creating adaptable working
environments. When employees have the
ability to hot-desk and work in dynamic teams,
they are found to be a more engaged and
productive workforce.
With online communication tools,
videoconferencing technology and cloud-based
file-sharing, applications are more accessible
than ever, so it’s no surprise that 74 per cent (2)
of European firms now operate flexible working.
For businesses to grow, FMs need to be able to
provide access to the right tools and technology,
as well as comfortable and productive
workspaces for staff.
Smart working also helps to reduce costs by
allowing FMs to decrease wasted space and cut
back equipment costs.
Research has also found that creating
environments where staff can choose their
most efficient working environment enhances
productivity. It has been revealed that 54 per cent
(3)
of office workers feel that hot-desking makes
the office a more open and welcoming space, and
promotes cross-team collaboration.
For settings where employees share desks,
the need for a more adaptable workspace has
led to increasing demand for lockable furniture.
With the popularity of hot-desking rising, the
workplace needs to provide a solution where
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employees can safeguard their personal
belongings when going to meetings or lunch.
In addition to this, where parking restrictions
and low emission zones are active, more people
are now cycling to work, meaning that FMs
must provide bicycle storage facilities where
employees can store their bikes securely.
Electronic digital locks are ideal for businesses
who need to store away data, secure expensive
equipment and control access to IT areas. By
equipping staff with controlled access to lockers
and cabinets using a code, staff can simply use
the same code over and over again to access
laptops, tablets, gym kit and other personal
possessions without the hassle of using keys.
If codes are forgotten, the locks can be
reprogrammed in minutes – perfect for multioccupancy offices, freeing FMs from the chore of
spending too much time administering locks.

IMPROVING YOUR WORKSPACE
An average person spends one-third of their life at
work, so it is essential that organisations provide
an engaging, pleasant workspace to improve the
health and wellbeing of staff as well as increase
productivity.
Optimising office space so that employees have
access to various types of working areas, such
as quiet rooms, shared desks, secure IT facilities
and client meeting rooms, demand varying
levels of access control measures. To support
flexible working hours and controlled access to
workplaces, FMs need smart access control. This
gives employees the ability to access buildings,
rooms or areas at times convenient to them.

For environments looking to control and
manage access remotely, smart locks are a costeffective and convenient solution. Ideal for leisure
centres, music studios, warehouses, offices and
organisations that rent out space or have flexible
workers, smart locks provide 24/7 access through
a unique code. Staff simply receive a code via SMS
or email, which can be created with a specific
start date and time, automatically expiring after a
set duration.
The audit trail function allows FMs to track
users entering and exiting the workplace, and
at what time, enhancing security for both the
property and any employees that are working
late. The cost-effective solution allows businesses
to save money by reducing staff overheads,
as there is no need to employ receptionists or
security to manage access on site.
A business that rents out studio space, for
example, wanted locks that would allow
musicians self-service access to recording studios
and associated locker rentals at allotted times.
This was crucially important to the business
model as eliminating the need for onsite staff
allowed it to keep its overheads and rental
prices down, passing on the cost benefit to its
customers.

THE FUTURE WORKPLACE
It’s important that facilities managers recognise
how people are living and working today, as well
as how their existing access control solutions may
or may not fit into the next generation’s future.
It’s not just about door locks any more;
businesses are interested in the future of
connected products as well as tracking, meaning
that access control solutions need to be capable
of aligning with future business strategies.
Within the next five years, new integrated
technology such as fingerprint readers and
retina scanners will be a massive challenge.
The industry needs to acquire the knowledge to
manage smart, connected products. Upgrading
access control to meet the needs of the modern
workforce is essential for business growth.
Jo Milne-Rowe is National Sales Manager at
Codelocks.
REFERENCE NOTES
(1) www.hrmagazine.co.uk/article-details/ukworker-productivity-falls-to-two-year-low-1
(2) www.uk.insight.com/content/dam/insightweb/en_GB/learn/user-experience-report-2019/
insight-user-experience-report.pdf
(3) www.verdict.co.uk/effectiveness-of-hot-desking
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SPACE FOR

SHARING
Flexible workspaces are evolving, with the established
serviced oﬃce model giving way to new co-working
options. Kurt Mroncz, Managing Director at Oﬃces iQ,
explains the changing trends to Sara Bean
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T

he past 10 years has seen a surge in the
number of flexible and coworking spaces
within the commercial office sector. According
to a report from Knight Frank, (Y)our Space, it
has grown from approximately 600 coworking
spaces around the world in 2010 to an estimated
19,000 spaces globally. Meanwhile, a report
by construction consultancy Bruceshaw
notes that “coworking continues to impact
investors, developers and end users as the
concept appears to be the dominant force in the
commercial sector.”
Flexible or serviced offices have in fact been
around a long time. They were first popularised in
the 1980s when the founder of Regus, Mark Dixon,
commoditised the serviced office concept of taking
whole office buildings, subdividing them and
leasing the spaces out to small businesses, fully
furnished and ready to rent.
What has changed in recent years is that
serviced, flexible and coworking spaces are now
considered viable alternatives to traditional
corporate real estate. The Knight Frank report
reveals that two-thirds of global corporates plan
to increase their utilisation of coworking spaces,
while 80 per cent expect to grow the amount of
collaborative space they use over the next three
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years. Almost half, 44 per cent, predicted
that flexible space will constitute up to a
fifth of all office space in the next three
years, and an additional 16 per cent believe
that as much as half of their workspace
globally will be in flexible space within the
same time period.
WHAT’S BEHIND THE TREND?
Kurt Mroncz worked for Regus for 12 years
and is now Managing Director of broker
Offices iQ, which helps clients find flexible
workplace memberships both in the UK
and internationally. He cites the changing
economic climate as the catalyst for
change: “If we go back to the last downturn,
2008, what happened in effect was that
organisations reduced their headcount but
were left with a lot of real estate which they
were committed to but not really using.
From that point on, alongside a rise in
digital technology that allows individuals
to work from anywhere, there has been a
growing interest in the use of flexible space
as a real estate strategy.”
There has been a huge influx of coworking
and serviced office providers within the
commercial property sector. Alongside
Regus, which is now part of IWG, the now
ubiquitous WeWork brand has so disrupted
the market that real estate giants have
launched their own brands – such as British
Land’s Storey – which focus on offering
flexible workspace.
Finding and choosing the right kind of
space among such a plethora of options
can be time-consuming, however, which
is where brokers such as Offices iQ step
in. They help clients find flexible office
and coworking space, whether they are
start-ups, small firms looking to expand or
large corporate organisations with complex,
multinational office space needs.
Says Mroncz: “Clients may initially come to
us for our database of about 10,000 serviced
offices globally, but for every client we’ll do
a bespoke search – which means quite often
the space we’re proposing for our clients is
an option which is not even known about
yet on the market. The way the industry
works means there is no fee to our client for
anything we do, even an end-to-end service,
as we get a finder’s fee. We search for the
available space free of charge and will help
clients decide on the space required. The
client then views the space, selects the best
option and moves in.”
The term coworking is often bandied
about in the same breath as flexible or
serviced offices, but as Mroncz explains,
there are four main models.
VIRTUAL OFFICE
This is the most basic of solutions, offering
a client a fixed address but no physical

facility. Instead there is a virtual office
offering a registered office address, and
other services such as mail forwarding,
telephone answering and occasional
meeting rooms available for rent.
SERVICED OFFICE
Typically described in the US as an
‘executive office’, this is a dedicated
office within a business centre, available
on a short-term lease ranging from one
month to a maximum of three years. It
offers occupants a fully inclusive service,
covering utilities, telephone, IT, security,
cleaning and reception services. Says
Mroncz: “Clients sign an agreement
and pay the provider a monthly
fee for inclusive services, but
fundamentally, they’ve
rented an office and are
in a fixed space.”

many major brands getting involved. For me
this is overtaking coworking in terms of who
is getting involved in it and its future impact
on FM.”
COWORKING
Coworking basically means working in a
collaborative space that is occupied by a
number of individuals from many different
companies. Most of the big brands including
WeWork will also offer private offices for
dedicated teams. Users buy membership
of a coworking centre to access a ‘business
lounge’, work hub’ or ‘collaborative space’,
however it is described, for access to a
private desk, a hot desk, ad hoc seating or
a combination. These memberships are
available on a full-time basis or for a
certain amount of days per month.
You can also choose whether
you want access to one specific
centre, all centres in a city or
a country, or even across a
global network.
“Coworking has been
perceived as primarily for
start-ups and SMEs who
still make up the majority
of clients,” says Mroncz. “An
example of a large corporate
using coworking could be a
large company which wants to
build up an international sales team
without incurring the costs of a fixed base
in a myriad of locations around the world.
Another example is a blue-chip company
which moves back office staff to a flexible
space while a new workspace is being fitted
out.
“In this way, coworking has become part
of many corporate real estate strategies,
though my belief is that it’s still in its early
days. While feasibly you can go in and

Clients may initially come to us
for our database of about 10,000
serviced oﬃces globally, but for every
client we’ll do a bespoke search – which
means quite often the space we’re proposing for our clients is an option
which is not even known about
yet on the market.”

MANAGED SPACE
Managed space
accommodates
clients with
larger space
requirements, above
465 sq m (5,000 sq ft),
and usually a minimum
18-month term, where
a more bespoke solution
is required. A serviced office
provider will take the lease on the
building so the client is not committed
long term – meaning that the provider
is funding all of the leasing and all of
the fit-out themselves. This means no
capital expenditure for the client, who has
flexibility to move on after a fixed period or
simply renew.
According to Mroncz, managed space is
“something which is gathering pace, with
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sit next to an SME on one side and someone
from a large corporate on the other, corporate
coworking has yet to move into massive
volumes.”
There are many advantages in opting for
a flexible workplace, whichever model you
choose. “Firstly, there is a significant costbenefit to corporates, when you consider that
the UK alone spends around £10 billion per
year on servicing office space for an estimated
10 million workers,” says Mroncz. “With the
average occupancy of an office desk as low
as 30 per cent on specific working days, and
real estate is the second most expensive cost
to a business, if you can reduce this kind of
wastage, that has significant benefit to your
organisation.”
Another major incentive is in talent
acquisition and productivity. “To attract and
retain recruits, it’s no good asking them to
undertake a huge commute to and from work.
Many may prefer to work from home at least
some of the time. The same adage goes for
productivity. If you’re asking someone to travel
two hours each way a day and expect them
to be as productive when they walk into the
building as if they hadn’t done that journey,
that is naive. By offering a flexible workspace
you can give them the opportunity to work at
or near home, and with their commute being
shorter they can spend their time working, not
travelling.”
With the traditional office fast becoming a
thing of the past and the workplace becoming
more of a collaborative space, flexible
workplace providers are also leading the way
with innovative designs, argues Mroncz. “These
may range from encased chairs for private
conversations or individual work, the utilisation
of colourful furniture within breakout areas,
and less traditional desking with innovative
‘team’ spaces.”
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Finally, he adds, sustainability is a key
factor, or should be, in the adoption
of flexible workspaces. “We all have a
responsibility around our carbon footprint,
and commuting has a significant impact on
the environment.”

FLEXIBLE TRENDS
With so many good reasons to opt for more
flexible workspaces, what could possibly
hold occupiers back? The biggest objection
for many organisations towards flexible
working in the past, says Mroncz, was
culture. “Organisations had been used to
managing staff by knowing that their people
are sitting where they can see them, at their
desk. Work culture now has shifted into
managing by output and results, so leaders
may be managing someone remotely who
might be based at a different site, or even
country.”

Another concern has been that with a
proliferation of smaller flexible workplaces,
city centres that house traditional
commercial properties could be emptied.
“This seems unlikely when you consider that
the largest procurer of London office space
last year was WeWork, which took 300,000
square feet at the Shell building.”
While many traditional landlords and
real estate agents are launching their own
flexible brands, some of the leading corporate
tenants are reallocating their unused space.
For example, Santander recently opened the
latest in its worldwide series of Work Café
spaces aimed at clients and non-customers in
an old branch in Leeds that closed last year.
The idea is to offer a bank, coworking area
and coffee house together in a single place.
Alongside this, says Mroncz, many
corporates opt for a ‘hub and spoke’ solution.
“The idea is that the organisation will utilise
a main building supported by regional hubs
around the world, but instead of taking a
traditional office lease, they opt instead for a
serviced office solution.”
One Offices iQ client closed its costly and
underused portfolio of national offices,
retained a few hubs and gave the rest of the
staff access to coworking spaces. This not
only saved the company £2.5 million but also
led to a 20 per cent rise in productivity. This
was because the (mainly sales) staff spent
much less time travelling, as they could use a
base nearer to their client base and get back
to work straight away after meetings.
What, however, is the future for FM in this
brave new world of flexible offices? Mroncz
argues that far from losing their role as
managers of traditional workspaces, flexible
office providers will require FMs’ expertise to
ensure clients are happy with the services on
offer. “The challenge for FM,” he concludes,
“is in moving away from the idea of fixed
bricks and mortar empires and embracing
the opportunities inherent in working with
flexible space providers.”
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 Start September – contracts issued
 Mid-August – proposals issued
 Start August – sites mapped and
approved
 Start July – verbal discussion
 April-June – review of season
 May-June – renewals

GOING INTO REVERSE
Vicky Lopez, Co-Founder and Director of De-ice, explains the
concept of reverse winter timeline planning

W

hen you run a winter maintenance
business, you have to look at
the seasons backwards. There’s very
little ‘looking forward to summer’, as
we primarily focus all year round on
one season, no matter the time of year.
We operate ‘reverse winter timeline
planning’ to make sure the team is
focused throughout the summer, and
that we are fully prepared for every
eventuality, at every customer site, in the
winter months.
This year has already seen record-breaking
high temperatures and flood-inducing
rainfall. If this winter turns out to be another
record breaker, then businesses need to
consider now if they are ready for the snow
and ice that could potentially hit. With the
weather turning increasingly erratic over
the last few years, we cannot rule out the
possibility of extreme cold weather
striking early.
It’s never too early to put a plan in place
for winter strategy. We’re no different to any
other winter maintenance specialist, and
this is the drum we all beat. We recommend
businesses start putting these winter plans
together in the spring, but as we head into
autumn it’s definitely time to consider what
this winter might bring.
Nothing holds back winter, and while it
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might be hard to consider spending tight
budgets on snow clearance or gritting when
the thermometer recently hit a recordbreaking 38 degrees, it is financially better
to get the provision in place early. Being
organised enables a quality provider to plan
and prepare according to specific needs,
saving money from potential damage in the
long run.

WORKING BACKWARDS
Our experience indicates that we achieve
the best results when we work to a ‘reverse
timeline’ to mobilise and execute a
professional winter service. In Scotland and
northern England, winter weather can often
hit earlier than expected, so we need to be
particularly organised and adaptable to
move the schedule by a month if needs be.
The De-ice timeline:

 November – season starts
 Start of October – mobilisation –
inductions, issue keys and fobs, allocate
operatives
 Mid-September – sign contracts

This timeline means every site and
customer have been fully surveyed and all
needs have been discussed in good time.
Good communication is key, and we always
advise that if a winter maintenance provider
isn’t in touch early and enthusiastic about a
particular contract, then think twice.
Gritting is more of a bespoke service
than you might imagine. It’s not just about
putting salt on the ground when it’s cold.
Protection from snow and ice requires real
knowledge of a number of elements about a
client’s site, from the topography and access
points to the number of entrances and car
parks that need to be cleared. We cannot
run the risk of not properly covering the
surfaces, or using the wrong materials. And
that’s before we assess the stocks we have
in place, ensuring they never fall short.

PILLARS OF PARTNERSHIP
Our dedicated account teams focus on
education and helping organisations to
understand the importance of not just being
prepared for winter, but also the work that
goes into winter maintenance build-up
and preparation. We also want our clients
to appreciate the reasons behind the costs
for high-quality services that truly protect
their business, their employees and their
customers.
Our ‘six pillars of partnership’ were
launched with this in mind, building an
understanding that winter safety is a yearround issue. The six pillars encompass these
themes: reputation, account management,
skilled workers, forecasting, technology and
assurances, emphasising our clear focus
on winter planning through every season
and the importance of partnering with and
supporting each individual client.
Not everyone wants to spend their
summer considering winter, which is why
we do what we do. Dedicating our time to
winter planning means that our clients can
focus on their day jobs. We pride ourselves
on well-structured, customised planning,
clear timelines and good communication to
keep things running smoothly. These are the
elements that should be at the core of highquality winter maintenance services.
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OUTSIDE CHANCE

PETER FANE, FOUNDING DIRECTOR OF GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST NURTURE LANDSCAPES, WARNS
FMS TO START PLANNING NOW FOR MANAGING ICE AND SNOW
SAFETY FIRST

ASSESS AREAS AT RISK

All site managers have a responsibility to protect staff and visitors from accidents
and risk. Education on the importance of, for example, suitable footwear and
clothing is one step to keep them safe, as is placing warning signs in areas known
to be affected by ice.
Using in-house personnel to keep thoroughfares and pathways clear comes at
a cost and some risk to public and employer liabilities. Staff may not be
adequately trained in how to work safely in wintry conditions, and in many cases
work longer hours to incorporate the additional pressures of clearing pathways
on top of their daily work duties – putting safety at greater risk.

Now is the time to review the characteristics of your estate and its
vulnerabilities. For example, mezzanine car parks are especially prone to ice
accumulation as the air temperature is often colder than that at ground level.
Think of the frost on your car – it can form on your windscreen even if the
ground around your tyres is clear.
Due to the heat sink, the ground retains heat from the summer and then
gradually begins releasing it back into the atmosphere. For mezzanine areas
above this warmer zone, any moisture on the surface will be more likely to
freeze due to reduced heat retention.
Other areas that require special attention include walkways in constant use
and metal-plated steps. Draw up an action plan so that you are ready to
implement safety measures the moment bad weather is forecast.

KEEP AN EYE ON THE FORECAST
It may sound obvious, but one of the simplest procedures for making sure
you’re prepared for winter’s worst is close observation of weather forecasts.
There are forecasts available which are more accurate, detailed and reliable
than TV forecasts for our line of work.
Use the Met Office’s Open Road forecast, for example, to track weather
changes and address susceptible areas. The road surface temperature forecast,
for instance, is useful for assessing vulnerable surfaces across the UK and
putting plans in place.
Remember that the weather can change, often suddenly and without
warning. Combining alert systems with protection plans allows you to respond
in a timely fashion to the changeable British weather.

STOCK UP ON SALT
It’s vital that you maintain adequate supplies of salt and ensure that your
current stocks meet your site’s requirements, especially in areas where there is
high footfall. Get into the habit of checking salt levels periodically.
Of course, there’s no point in having a full supply of grit if nobody can access
it safely. Make sure your bins are in easy to reach locations, with sufficient
provision for areas such as fire escapes and car parks. Your procedures should
also take into account the availability of personnel and the best times to carry
out gritting.
It’s important to note that there are different types of de-icing product.
White Marine Salt, the industry-standard natural mineral for gritting, has its
limitations, especially in deeper snowfall and extremely cold conditions. It
can also be too corrosive for certain surfaces, such as those containing iron.
However, the alternatives are often considerably more expensive – five to 15
times more in some cases – which makes them too costly to use across a
whole site.

TIMING IS IMPORTANT
A mistake many property owners make is gritting after ice or snow has
already begun to form, rather than before. Grit is only preventative – it’s not
a miracle cure.
Salt, when applied to the site prior to freezing conditions, essentially inhibits
the formation of ice. Gritting surfaces already showing ice accumulation means
the salt has to work much harder to react effectively and clear the ice. If snow
falls, the salt already on the ground will inhibit some accumulations, or will aid
snow removal by creating a saline barrier between the snow and the surface.
Ideally, all gritting should be carried out during the evening or overnight.
This gives the salt a chance to work before people begin to arrive.

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
More often than not, the UK is well prepared for winter. Where we often
struggle, however, is in reacting to extreme variations in our weather. As
an island nation, we are at the mercy of the elements, and in particular the
jet stream, which is at the heart of so much of our weather and its dramatic
variations.
Locally, your site is just as susceptible. A sudden drop in temperature can
result in standing water from thawed ice or, conversely, puddles freezing over.
This is why it’s important to be prepared at all times.
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KEEP ON

RUNNING
A UPS system depends on its
battery backup to maintain power
following a blackout – but winter can
be hard on batteries, warns Stephen
Peal, Director of PPSPower

O

n 10 August, almost a million people were
affected by a major power cut across large
areas of England and Wales, affecting homes
and businesses and stranding thousands of
passengers across the transport networks. The
blackouts were caused by problems with two
power generators, according to National Grid. The
fact that the blackout happened in summer and
not during the darkest days of winter was seen by
many as good fortune.
But you can’t rely on luck. This is why, regardless
of whether you are a small business or giant
corporation, it’s unwise to leave the capabilities
of your generator to chance. Proper maintenance
of generators is essential if you want to ensure the
smooth running of your business throughout the
long winter months. Downtime can be costly, and in
extreme cases, even dangerous.
Dead batteries are a leading cause of generator
service calls, and one which can be largely avoided
with the right preparations in place. Uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) battery management is
essential, with the UPS system being totally
dependent on its battery backup in order to perform
as required.
Batteries are an often overlooked area, even
though they have a vital role to play – particularly

in environments such as the operating theatres of
a hospital or a flight control tower. If the backup
batteries fail following a mains blackout, the UPS
would drop its critical load - with potentially lifethreatening consequences.
Batteries in UPS systems are at particular risk of
damage in winter, due to freezing and condensation
causing water damage. They also need to be checked
for a clean and tight connection on all terminals,
ensuring that there are no loose, dirty or corroded
terminals that might cause a problem when power
is required.
Battery tests as part of general maintenance are
important, but a good result should not lead to
complacence – particularly during winter. Passing
a battery test doesn’t necessarily guarantee the
batteries will be sufficiently resilient for supporting
the UPS at the full load autonomy it was designed for.
This could be for several reasons:
✔ The UPS battery test duration may only be for a few
minutes, when in reality the UPS may need to support
the load for a longer period.
✔ One or more ‘bad’ battery blocks (usually with high
internal impedance) will often, under sufficient load
conditions, drag a whole string of batteries down,
meaning the UPS will not be supported. The UPS may
detect and see the DC circuit from the battery string as
being open circuit.
✔ An increase in the UPS’s output load or changes
in ambient temperature between maintenance visits
could also affect the performance of the batteries
under a load test. There have been cases where a
failure to an airconditioning unit located with the UPS
battery has gone unnoticed. With no climate control in
place, the room temperature can reach as high as 40
degrees. The heat, even for a short period, can lead to
leakage and swelling.
✔ The maximum lifespan of a UPS VRLA/SLA type
battery will vary, with most manufacturers quoting a
maximum period based on optimum environmental
conditions. The reality is that most installations are far
from perfect when it comes to environments, with the
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operating temperature having a significant effect on
battery life and performance. At low temperatures the
performance of the battery is reduced, while at high
temperatures the battery reaches the end of its life
more quickly.
✔ If the UPS charge float voltage is not configured
correctly or the charger is faulty, this could cause
irreversible internal damage to its batteries.

MAXIMISING BATTERY LIFE
There are many simple measures to ensure the
battery remains reliable throughout the winter
period. By checking and monitoring the impedance
of each battery block, for example, any bad blocks
can be identified and replaced ahead of any failure.
UPS battery installations should ideally be in
designated UPS battery rooms with adequate
ventilation and suitable air conditioning. Daily
checks will eliminate the risk of failing aircon units
going unnoticed. Where the UPS and its batteries
are in the same room, there should be sufficient air
flow and climate control; even with aircon units set
to 20 degrees, the ambient temperature around the
batteries can be significantly higher.
It’s preferable to install battery strings on open
racks rather than inside a UPS or battery cabinet.
Batteries on racks are more accessible for servicing
and inspection, while cabinets restrict air flow and
trap heat.
If you are protecting a critical load with a single
UPS, opt for a battery bank comprising multiple
battery strings configured in parallel. It can be costly,
but if one string fails the remaining strings will
provide the necessary backup. Again, if your critical
load is supported by a parallel UPS system, each UPS
module or unit should have its own string of batteries
as opposed to a common, single bank of batteries. If
one UPS module fails, the remaining UPS units will
still provide backup.
Finally, for ageing batteries it’s worth considering
carrying out a battery load bank test. This involves
placing the UPS on external bypass or continuing to
operate the UPS with the load not protected for the
duration of the load bank test.

Spreading a Local Service Nationwide

159 years service, whatever the weather.
With depots across the UK,
your business will never be left out in the cold!
What Should You Expect From Your Winter Maintenance Company?
Customer Service
Reliability, Flexibility

BSI Assurance Mark

rks

We pride ourselves in our customer
service levels with - 24/7 helpdesk,
duty managers, never running out of
salt, tailor made solutions - ensuring
our clients experience an uninterrupted
gritting service year on year.

Despite our longevity we use the
latest technology and equipment.
Our vehicle tracking and electronic
hardware provides clients with real
time and historical data on progress of
their jobs for every site.

Longest Established
and Largest

National Coverage Local Service

gritting & winter
maintenance
BSIPrivate
Assurance
Marks.
company in the UK.
Here are some of the BSI Assurance Marks

nceMarks.
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nce

Cutting Edge Technology,
Satellite Tracking

Health, Safety,
Environment

ISO UKAS accredited BSI audited
9001, 18001 and environmental
14001 company.

Keeping the UK moving from over
75 strategically located depots.

Comprehensive Fleet, Full
Range of Equipment

We pride ourselves in owning the
ﬁnest and most comprehensive ﬂeet of
vehicles and equipment in the UK.

sales@gritting.co.uk 0113 253 2191 www.GRITTING.co.uk
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A healthy investment
Workplace hygiene is a hot issue, with cleaning ﬁrms on the
front line. Dominic Ponniah, CEO of Cleanology, explains
how the ﬁrm’s commitment to staﬀ training beneﬁts the
workplaces they service

S

ickness in the workplace is a pain for everyone
involved. No one likes to be at work when they
feel under the weather, and there is also nothing
worse than sitting opposite a colleague who has
succumbed to a virus and wondering how long it
will take to jump across the desk and strike you
down.
Although germs and sickness may only rarely
be caused by low levels of cleanliness, there is no
doubt that cleanliness is linked – at least in people’s
minds – with a healthy workplace. To maintain a
really high level of cleanliness, cleaning firms need
to demonstrate that their staff are committed.
Better staff training, employee engagement and
communication with clients all help to retain staff for
longer periods of time, and staff who are invested in
their work are more likely to do a better job.
Recent research commissioned by Cleanology has
shown that when it comes to hygiene, the FM sector
is exceptionally discerning. Of the clients interviewed,
the FM workers had a greater tendency than others to
take cleaning into their own hands. Just over half are
likely to carry sanitising spray at work – 16 per cent
more than the norm.
The research looked into behaviour around illness
and work, and attitudes towards workplace hygiene.
It also highlighted an interesting correlation between
sickness and the perceived causes. For example,
80 per cent of FM workers tend to believe that sick
colleagues are responsible for passing on germs,
compared with just 66 per cent of employees in other
sectors.
It is an interesting insight to see that while only
a quarter of people blamed a dirty workplace for
catching an illness, two out of five are carrying
cleaning wipes. For cleaning firms, this is a telling
insight into the standard of cleaning in many
workplaces, and – for employers and FMs – it must
also raise questions around the link between
cleanliness in the workplace and productivity. Staff
rarely feel able to perform at their best when they are
sick.

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
Although actual levels of cleanliness play a large part,
other factors, such as loyalty and recognition, are
also strong indicators for how staff feel at work. One
way that cleaning firms can help to ease the pressure
is by ensuring that FM workers are able to build a
relationship with individual cleaning operatives and
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see them as part of the team. Cleaning staff could
contribute to FM team meetings, for example, and
communicate with site managers on a regular basis.
Of course, to achieve a symbiotic relationship like
this, the cleaning firm needs to achieve good levels of
staff retention. As a traditionally low-skilled, low-paid
sector, cleaning is not historically associated with high
retention levels, but times are changing, and there are
many ways in which managers and companies can
incentivise staff.
Investing in clear and regular training benefits
everyone, from individual operatives to the cleaning
firm and its customers. Training helps staff to feel
valued and enables them to adhere to the highest
standards.
At Cleanology, for example, each of our 500
employees receives induction training which allows
us to establish clear foundations and expectations
as well as clarifying company ethics, such as health
and safety, staff welfare, integrity, corporate social
responsibility and environmental policy. We explain
the basics, such as what the work entails, procedure
for holidays and sickness, and the routine for shifts.
This is followed by onsite training to cover practical
aspects such as how to clean, change vacuum bags
and handle chemicals, what to do in case of a fire, and
also first aid, health and safety, risk assessment and
site-specific security protocols.
Training continues into the following days and
months, supported by annual refresher training for all
employees, and frequent two-day ‘toolbox training’
reminder courses. In the last three months, 50 staff
have undergone training to keep in peak performance
and stay abreast of constantly evolving issues, such
as sustainability and environmental policy. It helps

to retain staff and makes them feel closer to the
business. Many site supervisors started at Cleanology
as cleaning operatives, gaining promotion and career
development as they went along.

MANAGEMENT PATH
One of our area support managers, for example,
started as a cleaning operative at Cleanology five
years ago. Having taken advantage of all the training
opportunities, he progressed to supervisor level and is
now in charge of a team of 100 people.
Head office staff are offered fire marshal training,
while HR teams undertake conflict management
training. All supervisors attend a dedicated training
course at head office and gain a certificate. Meanwhile
managers can attend weekly training sessions on
management, HR and HSE, with the opportunity
to gain external accreditations from the likes of the
Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH),
National Examination Board in Occupational Safety
and Health (Nebosh) and The British Institute of
Cleaning Science (BICSc).
Cleaning specialists also regularly attend carpet,
upholstery and floor care courses at Prochem,
the UK’s leading chemical manufacturer. For the
management team, Cleanology provides frequent
IT, communication, sales management and other
relevant training.
Decent and fair remuneration also plays a part.
Cleanology is a keen advocate of the real living wage,
and our research showed that we are not alone –
93 per cent of respondents said they cared about
cleaning operatives’ pay to some extent, while almost
half (45 per cent) said they would not work for a
company that does not pay cleaning operatives the
real living wage.
For FM employees, the benefit may not be
immediately obvious but, in the long term, greater
training for cleaning staff can have a positive impact.
Driving higher standards – and greater investment
in the job – among cleaning staff builds greater
confidence among FM staff around hygiene levels, and
helps to maintain a more resilient workplace.
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Improve switchboard service
whilst reducing cost
24/7 outsourcing for some or all of your
switchboard calls. Thousands of FMs trust
our unique mix of exceptional people and
technology to power their switchboard.
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moneypenny.co.uk | 0333 202 1005

Spillcare Products
Contain, control and clean up spills
in and around the workplace

FMJ & FM Forum Presents

The FM Industry

Christmas Party 2019
27th November – 6pm until late
TAKING PLACE AT THE STYLISH PRIVATE
MEMBERS CLUB, BEAT LONDON
Sponsored by

View our range and order online at www.darcy.co.uk

£40 per ticket

To book tickets, www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk
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CUSTOMER-CENTRIC

CLEANING
Chan Mehta, Managing Director of The Cleaning Company, reﬂects on the
importance of prioritising the needs of the client’s client

MARKETING
Jayme Wium a digital marketer for SME Loans
offers advice on building a positive cleaning
services company profile
 Design Your Website for Mobile
 Most people have a mobile phone that they use
for pretty much everything. When an individual
or business requires a cleaning service, they are
not going to waste time getting back to the office,
firing up the computer, and searching for a service
provider. They are simply going to carry out a
search on their mobile phone – usually via Google.
When your website URL comes up in a search and
a customer clicks on it, the content and menus
need to display clearly and correctly on the mobile
screen. If it does not, chances are that they will
leave the website and look for a service provider
that makes it easy for them to quickly get the
information that they need.
 Start a Helpful Cleaning Advice Blog
A blog is the best way to get your advice content
featured in Google search results. Make a list of all
of the common cleaning problems that your clients
are faced with and create a blog that provides
advice. Also make sure that you are easy to contact
if the customer needs a little extra advice. Blogging
will not just be helpful to your customers, it will do
wonders for your online marketing outcomes. The
more value you seem to be adding to the customer,
the more Google will smile on your efforts and
reward you with good search engine rankings.

B

usinesses are constantly encouraged to put
their customer first. According to research
by Gartner, 89 per cent of businesses compete
through the level of customer experience they’re
able to deliver. This is a major factor setting them
apart.
This customer-centric business model has a great
track record of success. Companies such as Apple,
Samsung, Amazon and Google are just a few examples
of businesses that have adopted it. They have
identified exactly what their customer wants and have
done their utmost to provide a product or service that
meets these needs.
Of course, customer service is central to every
organisation. Everyone knows the adages ‘the
customer is king’ and ‘the customer is always right’.
However, B2B organisations providing a service
that benefits their client’s end user are too often
positioning their service as a B2C business.
When you are providing a product, such as an
item of clothing, for your customer, of course your
customer is automatically at the centre of your service.
However, when you’re providing a service that your
customer uses to maximise the experience of their
own customer, it is their customer that you should be
aiming to impress. In this case, it’s a question of ‘the
customer’s customer is always right’.
Take ADI, which provides the capacitive touchscreen
controllers for the iPhone and Apple Watch. Through
understanding the requirements of Apple’s end
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customer, it has created a product that meets these
needs perfectly, which in turn keeps their actual
client, Apple, happy. If its products did not meet the
requirements of Apple’s customers, Apple would
source them elsewhere.
This theory is particularly applicable to service
sectors. A cleaning service aims, ultimately, to
keep the end user of a facility or premises safe and
comfortable. Therefore, a cleaning contractor meets
the requirements of its own customer by providing a
great service to impact their customer’s customer.
For example, the contractor’s actual client could
be a school. However, by creating a clean and safe
working environment for pupils and staff, the cleaning
provider contributes to ensuring these end users are
able to perform at an optimum level. In a recent study
by The Cleaning Company, 81 per cent of participating
teachers said they see a difference in their students’
behaviour when classrooms are clean and tidy,
contributing to the overall success of the school.
The Cleaning Company has recently launched
a new campaign: #endusercentric. This highlights
our approach across education as #pupilcentric,
hospitality as #guestcentric and healthcare as
#patientcentric. The campaign focuses on who
benefits from our service and the impact a good
cleaning service has on the full supply chain. While
we will always keep our customer at the heart of our
business, we put our customer’s customer at the
centre of our service.

 Have an Active Social Media Presence
Digital “word of mouth” is a real thing and
something to be respected when trying to boost
online marketing outcomes. Don’t just have a
page, but be a conversation starter. Connect
with companies that support your business in
the industry, get into conversations, comment
on posts, add posts and pictures, ask questions,
and show real interest. By developing a social
relationship with your customer base online, you
can expect for them to remember your business
name when they need the relevant services. Social
media platforms that your cleaning business
should be part of include Facebook, Instagram, and
LinkedIn.
 Encourage Customers to Write Reviews
Getting customers to write reviews on your
products and their experiences with your business
will get you great exposure online. Google tends to
feature reviews in search results, as they provide
real value to browsers. The more your product
names and company name comes up in reviews,
the more visible your business will be online. To
boost your reputation, ensure that you respond to
each review, good or bad. Do so in courteous and
helpful way, even if a customer is being negative or
demeaning.

There is a plan for every building.
Our plan is to keep you safe.
It’s essential to test your fire dampers to ensure correct operation...
Ensure you’re compliant with BS9999 by choosing Swegon to support your
fire and smoke damper maintenance.

Find our more by visiting swegon.co.uk/bs9999

AWARD-WINNING
SERVICE, NOW
EVEN BETTER
We have made a massive investment in cutting-edge software
and it’s paying off for our customers. Clarity gives you up-tothe-minute reports on your job; it eliminates timeconsuming paperwork – quotations, invoices and
certificates are raised automatically and instantly.
In short, it is making our already award-winning
customer service even better.

ptsg.co.uk | 01977 668771
info@ptsg.co.uk | @ptsgltd
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HEALTH & SAFETY

SAFETY CHAIN
Mike Wood, Product & Technology Director at Constructionline
explains the ways in which health and safety standards can be
better managed throughout the supply chain

M

any facilities managers –
particularly those working
on large building and construction
projects - will appreciate the
challenges that subcontracting can
present. Ensuring health and safety
compliance throughout the supply
chain is just one of them.
Health and safety issues - and
guidance surrounding the best way to
avoid incidents - change regularly. It
can be difficult enough to ensure that
your own workforce is safe, but when
it comes to subcontractors - who may
have to comply with different policies
and processes on every project they
work on - it can become incredibly
complex.
Marry this with the increasing
pressure of saving both time and
money on site and the temptation
can be to look for ways to cut costs;
the latest statistics for construction
output from the IHS Markit / CIPS UK
Construction Purchasing Managers’
Index(1) don’t make for easy reading,
showing Brexit and material
shortages are having a real impact on
confidence.
Health and safety compliance – both
for your direct and subcontracted
workforce – should be strictly
protected, however. Not managing
health and safety diligently
throughout the supply chain can
have a hugely detrimental impact
on a business – not just in terms of
bottom line, but in terms of reputation
management.
Any reputable business will work
hard to ensure that their safety
standards are high, and that the
health and wellbeing of their staff
is protected. But the reality is that
accidents and illnesses still occur in
the workplace every day – according
to the HSE, in 2016/17, 137 people
were killed at work, while over
609,000 workers suffered non-fatal
injuries as a result of work activity.
Therefore, it is crucial to ensure
that everyone is informed when
it comes to health and
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safety best practice and follow the
regulations set out by construction
standard CDM 2015(2), so that
subcontractors are just as well
protected as your own employees.
How can organisations provide a safe,
healthy workplace for everyone that
is working on their projects - including
subcontractors? And, how can
they ensure that the suppliers they
subcontract are fully verified and have
the most relevant and recent health
and safety accreditations?
Fundamentally, it is your
responsibility to provide a safe,
healthy workplace for everyone
that’s working on your project. There
are several ways you can ensure
that everyone understands, and are
equipped to meet your high standards
for health and safety:
 Review your existing processes
When it comes to health and safety,
legislation is constantly changing
and workers are facing new issues
all the time. That’s why it’s a
good idea to review your health
and safety policy and processes
regularly, to ensure that they are
fit to meet today’s workplace
challenges.
The HSE provides detailed
contractor guidance on the steps
to follow when planning and
executing any project – particularly
a construction project, which is
a high-risk sector. Contractors
must be fully aware of their
obligations to ensure they operate
compliantly.(3)
It’s also wise to seek external
support, as health and safety
experts may pick up on areas
for improvement that you might
otherwise miss. Gaining Acclaim
accreditation(4) is a great way to
get external reassurance around
a company’s processes, as
one of their qualified
assessors
carries

out a review to ensure that their
health and safety documentation is
in place as part of the accreditation
process.
 Set your standards from the start
We know that when you’re looking
for a suitable supplier, there are
many elements that you need
to take into consideration, from
their previous experience to
their environmental policy. You
should also check their health and
safety policies and track record
thoroughly, to ensure that their
standards are aligned with your
own.
For example, Safety Schemes
in Procurement (SSIP)(5) is the de
facto standard for the construction
sector and contains a standard
set of criteria to which suppliers
and contractors must adhere.
Many of our members work with
Acclaim to review supplier policies
and working practices as part
of the SSIP standard. Acclaim is
accredited to award ‘Deemed to
Satisfy’ certificates, demonstrating
that suppliers are qualified and
ready to work in the sector.
Because safety is so important to
our buyers, we include verification
of health and safety policies and
practices for all Gold and Platinum
members, making it quick and
easy for buyers to identify them
on the Constructionline platform.
This helps reduce the time spent in
prequalifying suppliers, speeding
up procurement processes.
 Don’t let standards slip
When a project is underway,
there can be so many
different commercial,
operational and
time

pressures on your team, that health
and safety can slip down their list
of priorities. That’s why it’s a good
idea to implement a health and
safety management system on
each project you undertake – and it
doesn’t have to be complex.
A simple ‘plan, do, check, act’
system can make a real difference to
health and safety on-site. To follow
this system, you need to plan what
controls are needed to maintain
health and safety, do what it says in
the plan, periodically check whether
your controls are effective, and act if
checks reveal your current processes
aren’t working. You should also build
health and safety milestones into your
overall project plan, which involves
stopping and reviewing how well
health and safety standards are being
observed at critical phases of your
project.
It can be a difficult and timeconsuming process to ensure that
your health and safety procedures
are in line with best practice, and are
observed by everyone working on
your projects – both direct employees
and subcontractors. However, not
doing so in line with established
guidance has the potential to have a
far wider financial and reputational
impact on your business, and in
today’s uncertain world, it really isn’t
a risk worth taking.
REFERENCE NOTES
(1) https://bit.ly/2NosDao
(2) http://www.hse.gov.uk/
construction/cdm/2015/index.
htm
(3) http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/
priced/l153.pdf
(4) https://www.constructionline.
co.uk/products-services/acclaimaccreditation/
(5) https://ssip.org.uk/
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CROWN PAINTS A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH
BOURNEMOUTH UNIVERSITY

NEW FROM SOLID GEAR – THE ONYX SAFETY
SHOES AND BOOTS

Leading paint manufacturer Crown Paints has
secured an agreement with Bournemouth
University which will see products from across
the Crown Trade range used for future new build
and refurbishment projects.
As the University’s sole supplier of paints and
specialist coatings, Crown’s specification team
have worked closely with the Bournemouth
University’s facilities department to devise a
bespoke paint package and colour scheme that
will provide long term cost benefits and reduce
ongoing maintenance requirements.
The chosen paint specification, which includes
Crown Trade’s high performance Clean Extreme
Stain Resistant Scrubbable Matt and Acrylic
Eggshell, and water-based Fastflow Quick Dry
Gloss, will now form part of the University’s official Design Standards Manual.
The partnership between Bournemouth University and Crown Paints has
already got off to a flying start with the announcement of two major new build
projects. The painting work is already underway on Poole Gateway Building, a
new state of the art teaching facility located on the University’s Talbot campus.
Crown Trade’s paints will also be used on the new Bournemouth Gateway
building, which will become the new home for the University’s Faculty of Health
and Social Sciences, as well as a new student accommodation scheme that will
be designed and built on the same campus. Here the painting will commence in
the summer.

Great value safety footwear with the unique BOA closure system for maximum
comfort.
Nowadays, good safety footwear is part and parcel of a comfortable day’s
work on site –
just like good
working clothes
and quality hand
tools.
Combining
maximum
comfort and
protection with
a robust and
durable design,
Solid Gear’s Onyx
is available as a
shoe or a boot
and ideal for different types of on-site work.
This EN-accredited footwear has a modern-looking style that integrates a
seamless upper and Cordura reinforcements with a poured polyeurethane
midsole, a breathable footbed and strong rubber outsole for maximum grip on
slippery and uneven surfaces. Metal-free protection comes from the fiberglass
toecap and penetration board for extra personal safety.
What’s more, the unique BOA Closure System – used on many top-brand
sports shoes - distributes the pressure of the fastened shoe evenly across your
feet to ensure a glove-like fit all day for maximum comfortable protection.

 www.crowntrade.co.uk

 www.solidgearfootwear.com

 0330 024 0297

 Info@crowntrade.co.uk

 01484 854788

SELECTA UK LAUNCHES NEW SELECTAGREEN
CUP RECYCLING SERVICE FOR THE
WORKPLACE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH VEOLIA

TIME FOR A NEW DESK? YOUR ONE-STOP
SECOND HAND OFFICE FURNITURE SHOP

Selecta UK LTD, a group company of Selecta AG, Europe’s leading routebased unattended self-serve coffee and convenience food retailer and
environmental solutions provider, Veolia have announced the launch of the
new SelectaGreen Cup Recycling Service for the workplace and ‘on the go’.
The new scheme aims to provide an easy and cost-effective way for Selecta
vending customers across the UK to recycle their paper coffee cups through
a service that guarantees cups are collected from premises and responsibly
recycled. The scheme will see the paper cups transformed into ‘high end’
fibre goods, such as packaging for
perfumes and colognes, shopping
bags and luxury notepads.
SelectaGreen will be available
to more than 10,000 customers
across the UK. The scheme will
ensure millions of cups a week can
be collected for processing.
Selecta vending customers who
sign up for the scheme will receive
a SelectaGreen Cup Recycling box which, when full, will be collected by Veolia
within 48 hours of a request being received. The SelectaGreen recycling box is
replaced at the customer site and the cups taken to Veolia’s facility in Essex.
Veolia then undertakes a further separation process to guarantee all rogue
items have been removed before arriving at a specialist UK pulping plant.
None of the materials used for SelectaGreen go to landfill.

At 484 office
furniture we can
supply, deliver and
install high quality
second hand office
furniture all over
the UK.
We stock a large
modern selection
of desks, chairs &
cabinets etc. So
whether you need
to fit out a small
office or a larger site,
we have the best
choices available for
you. We also carry
out office clearances all over the UK.
We are a family run business based in Ipswich and have built up a wealth of
knowledge on all types and varieties of office furniture. We pride ourselves on
offering high quality stock in a variety of sizes, shapes and colours to appeal to a
large national customer base.
With our fleet of vehicles we supply furniture nationwide to both residential
and commercial clients due to our varied selection of quality stock that we
have to offer. We offer our customers a bespoke service, ensuring you will find
something to fit your need and budget.

 www.selecta.com

 https://484officefurniture.co.uk

 info@selecta.com

 01473 713336
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SNICKERS WORKWEAR’S NEW LOOSEFIT STRETCH TROUSERS FOR MAXIMUM
MOBILITY ON-SITE
Hi-tech stretch fabrics and
ergonomic designs ensure close
quarter mobility at work.
With a range of new
AllroundWork stretch trousers
available throughout the UK,
there’s plenty of flexibility for
every professional craftsman
and woman to stretch
their performance on site
comfortably.
The new stretchy work
trousers for men have a loose fit
for a classic Snickers Workwear
look and feel, with stretch
Cordura for increased durability
as well as improved ventilation
and close quarter mobility.
What’s more, the new slim-fit
work trousers for women are shaped to fit the female anatomy. The ergonomic
‘women’s fit’ includes wider hips and a narrower waist for a street-wise,
fashionable look with optimal comfort and freedom of movement built-in.
So check out these newest designs – the optimal choice for craftsmen and
women who need to get their jobs done comfortably on site.
 www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

 info@snickersworkwear.co.uk

 01484 854788

TRUVOX EXTENDS ITS MULTIWASH RANGE TO
REDUCE THE RISK OF CONTAMINATION
Global floorcare manufacturer and supplier, Truvox International has extended
its popular and versatile Multiwash scrubber dryer range with the launch of new
coloured brushes. Compliant with the NHS national colour coding scheme for
hospital cleaning materials and equipment, they help to reduce the risk of cross
contamination.
The distinct red, yellow, green and blue colours make it easy to separate tools
into their correct area of use, supporting operatives and helping to raise cleaning
standards.
The brushes, which are easy to change and wash, are ideal for maintaining
tiled floors, effectively scrubbing grout lines clean.
Suited for hospitals, nursing homes, leisure facilities, schools and hotels,
the brushes are designed to be used in accordance with industry standards as
follows:
• Red brushes for washrooms.
• Yellow for isolation zones.
• Green for catering departments,
ward kitchen sections and food
service at ward level.
• Blue for general areas including
wards, departments and offices.
Renowned for its versatility, Multiwash machines wash, scrub and dry both hard
and soft floors in a single pass, leaving them ready to walk on in minutes. All
Multiwash models clean effectively on a wide variety of floors – from vinyl and
laminates to marble.
 www.truvox.com

 023 8070 6600

 sales@truvox.com

CASPER CLOAKING: THE NEW WAY TO STOP
INTERNAL DATA BREACHES
One third (34 per cent) of data breaches
involve internal employees. However,
ground-breaking glass technology can
prevent leaks of sensitive commercial
information, while maintaining a
professional office interior, according to
window security specialist Protective Film
Solutions.
Modern office space is often open plan,
with glass walls to give the illusion of space
and an all-inclusive environment. However,
this is problematic when sensitive financial,
technical or legal information is presented to
senior staff or board members. While frosted
or coated glass blocks the view of specific
meeting rooms, digital screens featuring
sensitive data can often still be visible.
The answer lies in new Casper Cloaking
Technology by Designtex, which provides
digital screens with an innovative smart shield
film without obscuring the glass. Already
used by large American corporations, this
state-of-the-art technology obscures the light

transmitted by digital screens to outside view,
meaning only those in the room can see the
content on display.
Designed to work with most LED and OLED
displays, Casper Cloaking Technology by
Designtex selectively filters specific light
oscillations to make the display appear as a
black screen to outside viewers.
Chris Gould, Commercial Director at
Protective Films Solutions, the exclusive
distributor of Casper Cloaking Technology for
EMEA, says: “Casper allows senior teams to
discuss and display confidential information
without causing suspicion among staff
through inconvenient alternatives such as offsite meetings or covered up boardrooms.
“And, as co-working spaces become
increasingly popular, the open visibility of
screen technology including TVs, computers
and laptops, is an important factor to
consider. Casper is the only solution that
means offices can keep their open-plan look
and feel without compromising security.”

 www.caspercloaking.eu/
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SQUIRE’S NEW SS100 PADLOCK SETS
AN INTERNATIONAL STANDARD FIRST
Security specialist Squire has launched another
world-beating padlock, with the seriously heavy
duty SS100, the only padlock ever to achieve
The Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB)
SR4 standard.
Designed as the world’s strongest production
padlock, Squire’s SS100 padlock is designed for
commercial premises where extra high security
is a priority for facilities managers and specifiers
– for example, perimeter gates, warehouses,
outbuildings, shipping containers, heavy
machinery and commercial
vehicles.
Made in Britain, this
outstanding dual cylinder
padlock with open and
closed shackle versions
is 100mm wide and is
the only padlock ever to
achieve LPCB SR4 rating
(not as a set).
The benefit of the dual
cylinder system is it offers
a wide range of different

uses. The system can have ‘same key’ cylinders,
where both cylinders operate under the same key.
They can be keyed to differ, where the padlock
uses two different keys to operate it, and both
versions can be keyed-alike and master-keyed.
The SS100CS features a mega 4.3kg solid steel
lock body that is capable of a tensile pull of over
24 tonnes (independently tested) – equivalent to
taking the weight of two London double decker
buses.
The LPCB is the leading international
certification body in security and fire protection.
LPCB approval is recognised by governments
and regulatory authorities across the world and
provides confidence that security systems will give
protection against criminal intrusion and terrorist
attack.
Squire’s SS100 is the latest addition to the
Squire Stronghold padlock range, which comes
in many sizes and shackle variants, and include
solid hardened steel lock body, electrophoretic
anti-corrosion finish, hardened boron alloy steel
shackle, anti-drill protection and high corrosion
resistance for harsh environments.

 info@henry-squire.co.uk

GERFLOR’S COLOURFUL SAFETY FLOORING
FOR HULL’S BONUS ARENA
Gerflor’s highly proven, slip-resistant
Tarasafe Standard vinyl flooring was
found to be the perfect safety flooring
solution for the heavy-duty, high slip-risk
areas within the City of Hull’s new stateof-the-art, multiple events complex,
named the Bonus Arena.
As quality was not to be compromised
by budget, products were needed for
the development that could provide exceptional value-for-money. Therefore,
straightforward to maintain floorcoverings that met exacting specification
criteria and which could handle exceedingly high levels of footfall whilst retaining
their aesthetically pleasing appearance were essential.
Having been put forward for specification by CFI Flooring, Tarasafe’s colour
choices were then made in collaboration
with project architect AFL Architects and
main contractor BAM Construction.
“The building’s palette of colours was
very important to us as this is a venue of
entertainment,” said Rita Ochoa, Project
Architect, AFL Architects. “We took the
unusual step of agreeing colours at the
outset to inform us on other aspects
of the building and therefore needed
products that combined specification,
budget and colour requirements.”
 www.gerflor.co.uk
 01926 622600

 contractuk@gerflor.com

The Stronghold brand offers added reassurance
that the padlocks themselves have been tested
in-house, as proof they can withstand the harshest
of attack.
Plus, most of the extra high security Stronghold
range has the added benefit of being CEN
tested and approved, which is testament to the
company’s reputation for long lasting toughness.
Today, Squire is recognised for some of the most
technologically advanced products in lock making.
The Squire name has been at the forefront of
lock making since 1780, with a great British history
carried down through eight generations.
Squire has produced a video to demonstrate
how the SS100 works https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7LhBpxirZXM

 01902 308050

ZUMTOBEL SUPPORT HARLEY HADDOW
AND PAGE/PARK IN ACHIEVING EDINBURGH
PRINTMAKERS’ “CREATIVE ASPIRATIONS”
The redevelopment of a derelict building
into a new centre for printmaking production
for Edinburgh Printmakers has included the
installation of a range of innovative lighting
solutions from Zumtobel, who worked with
building services consultancy, Harley Haddow,
Edinburgh and architects Page\Park.
The refurbished 5,300m2 building has been designed to make minimum
use of energy and incorporates a range of innovative technologies to combine
comfort, ease of use and energy efficiency.
Zumtobel’s Tecton Black continuous row lighting system has been used
across multiple areas of the building, allowing all functions such as power
supply, lighting control and connection with emergency lighting to be quickly
installed and seamlessly integrated into the multifunctional trunking system.
With a luminaire efficiency of up to 168 lumens per watt, Tecton also offers key
economic benefits.
Resclite PRO from Zumtobel is providing the flexible, programmable and
efficient emergency lighting throughout the facility. This smart emergency
luminaire utilises new lenses to provide enhanced flexibility and combines an
unobtrusive look with the highest function-driven performance.
Zumtobel worked hard with the design team to understand both the
functional needs and specific technical requirements of each space and this is
clearly evidenced in the design of the lighting, particularly the use of LITECOM
Lighting Controls which has reduced the complexity of the lighting controls.
 www.zumtobel.co.uk

 01388 420042

 info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com
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MORE, MORE, MORE. ARE YOU READY?
Healthcare Estates 2019 is just a few short weeks
away (8-9 October), with preparations really
ramping up now for the biggest event yet; more
exhibitors, more speakers, more exhibition
theatres, a fabulous new venue for the Dinner
and Awards, and a very special plenary theatre.
The event hosts the International Federation of
Hospital Engineering, and delegates from around
the world will be visiting Manchester to attend
the event, as well as experience Manchester’s
famous northern hospitality.
The two-day conference programme and
exhibition theatres have something of interest
for everyone: Estates and Facilities Director, an
apprentice, or any professional level in between.
The learning opportunities are many and varied and
this year, with the event hosting the International
Federation of Hospital Engineering, experts from
all over the world are attending and speaking at the
conference.

Healthcare Estates is a truly unique event in the
UK market – the only national conference and
exhibition to bring together those who design, build
manage and maintain healthcare facilities.
The exhibition offers visitors the opportunity
to come and browse new products, new ideas,
innovative solutions and talk with experts from over
250 organisations working across the healthcare
sector. A packed hall full of interesting ideas and
technical expertise for two full days in Manchester.
With over 200 stands – two days gives you the
complete technical, practical, professional and
political framework in which to make effective
decisions. If you want to know if you’re doing things
right, this is the right place to begin.
Healthcare Estates is the unrivalled platform for
Estate Managers, Directors, and Facilities Managers
running and managing hospitals to network with
industry colleagues, services and other contractors
while sourcing and specifying the latest healthcare

products and services.
The conference has four streams – Strategy and
Leadership, Engineering and Facilities Management,
Planning Design and Construction, and Innovation.
Keynote speakers: Simon Corben, Director and
Head of Profession NHS Estates and Facilities, NHS
Improvement, Alasdair Coates, Chief Executive
Officer, Engineering Council, Darryl Pitcher,
President of the IFHE, and Professor Michail
Kagioglou, Dean of the University of Huddersfield,
Alan Sharp, Chief Executive Officer, Mater Hospital
Dublin, and the motivational speaker is Sally
Becker, the “Angel of Mostar”. In addition, there is
a workshop from NHSI, and an international case
study session – all free to attend, including seven
exhibition theatres to choose from.
Register now www.healthcare-estates.com

 www.healthcare-estates.com

CLEEN AND CHANGING PLACES TEAM UP TO
IMPROVE WASHROOM STANDARDS

INNUSCIENCE SCORES INDUSTRY FIRST WITH
ITS IOT PRODUCT MONITORING SYSTEM

The Changing Places Consortium,
which campaigns for the provision
of specially-adapted washroom
facilities, has adopted an innovative
system to help raise standards
across the UK.
More than 1,300 Changing Places
facilities are now registered across
the UK and monitoring these will
now be far easier thanks to Cleen
- the UK’s first fully integrated
washroom services management
tool and review app – which has
been developed by Derby-based
Hygiene Services Group (HSG).
Cleen enables washroom users to
log and publish reviews – good and
bad – via a free app that is easily
downloaded onto a smartphone.
These are monitored by the Changing Places Consortium via the Cleen
Dashboard. Now venues who have Changing Places washrooms can use the
technology to also monitor reviews, take action and post positive reviews
themselves.
Facility providers can also purchase the Cleen Tablet which are installed in
or near washrooms and enables reviews to be posted directly on site without
a smartphone.

Fast-growing InnuScience believes it is
the first cleaning product manufacturer
in the UK to launch an Internet of
Things (IoT) based product monitoring
system.
Connected Cleaning works by
monitoring product usage, which is
reported on a monthly basis against
budget per site allowing proactive
management of any deviations from budget.
InnuScience, an established global leader in
commercial cleaning systems based on biotechnology,
can achieve the upfront results of strong chemical
products by using biological actives – fermentation
extracts, enzymes and microbes – to create a residual
cleaning action.
A router integrated into InnuScience’s dispensing
equipment communicates product usage data back
to the company via Wi-Fi or 4G. InnuScience then
issues simple customer reports in a traffic light format,
indicating if product usage is in line with budget.
InnuScience UK, based in Milton Keynes, is the
youngest and fastest-growing of the top 15 manufacturers in the country
supplying biotechnology-based cleaning
products to the Facilities Management,
Building, Hospitality and Care Sectors.

 www.cleen.world

 http://innuscience.com/gb/

 hello@cleen.world
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ADLER AND ALLAN ANNOUNCES NEW BRAND
Leading environmental risk reduction company
Adler and Allan, has launched a new brand and
logo which is part of the strategy to bring its
group of companies together and reflect an
enhanced range of services and solutions.
The benefit to customers is a more

comprehensive set of solutions from one customer
focused team. Bringing together knowledge,
expertise and equipment Adler and Allan will
provide market leading 24/7-365 environmental
risk reduction services through preventative and
responsive services and solutions.

 www.adlerandallan.co.uk

A brand is more than just fonts and colours,
it is about the people and the story. As part
of the brand project Adler and Allan has also
developed a suite of new employee values. These
were developed in-house by a cross section of
employees across different parts of the business to
ensure they reflect the key priorities.
Bob Contreras, Group Chairman, said: “I am
really excited to be entering the next phase of
our journey. The new brand and employee values
will unite the business, giving us one common
purpose, which will benefit our customers in many
ways.”
Contreras explained how the brand roll out
would take place: “Where we do need to replace
physical items such as van livery and PPE this will
be done when the item is worn out. Afterall, we are
an environmental company so we wouldn't just
throw something away that is still usable.”
Adler and Allan started trading as Coal and
Coke Merchants in London back in 1926 and since
then, through over 90 years of steady growth and
strategic acquisition, the Adler and Allan Group has
grown to become Britain’s leading supplier of spill
response, technical, fuel and environmental risk
reduction services.

 0800 592 827

LUCTRA HELPS PUT THE USER IN CONTROL IN
SWEDISH CO-WORKING SPACE
In the past decade, co-working spaces have
continued to grow in popularity and this new
style of working is a prime example of how
the landscape of our workspaces is rapidly
changing.
Stockholm has become an international
benchmark in terms of modern forms of work in
recent years and No18 in the central district of
Stureplan is one of the truly special co-working

lounges in the Swedish capital.
Users have the option of renting an office
in a relaxed, inspiring, yet highly professional
atmosphere or using prestigious lounges and
meeting rooms for business appointments. Since
the summer of 2017, the lounges and an office
on the fourth floor have been fitted with LUCTRA
lamps.
Creative Director Ariel Ramirez: “We care a lot
about the character and quality of light in our
premises. On the one hand, it must provide the
required quality of light to create the desired
atmosphere in any given space and, on the other
hand, it should also be easy to adapt to varying
types of work or conversation without disturbing
the overall ambience.”
Due to the low weight of just 2 kg and a battery
life of about 25 hours, LUCTRA FLEX was the
obvious lighting choice, especially in the lounge
areas. Brightness and colour of the light can be
adjusted individually and intuitively on the awardwinning touch panel.
No18 also wanted a desk lighting solution that

 www.luctra.eu

put the user in complete control of their lighting
conditions. The LUCTRA TABLE PRO allows the
user to control the lamp with an app which
automatically generates a lighting pattern based
on natural day-light and takes into account the
personal needs of the user.
Another advantage was that no matter what
desk the user was using from day to day, they can
also take their light curves with them via the app
and simply transfer them to any other LUCTRA
TABLE PRO lamp.
Do you have good light at your workplace? Feel
the difference by trialling our TABLE PRO desktop
lamp at www.luctra.eu/en/experience-luctra

 01202 851 130
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ELECTRIC ARC - UNDERSTAND THE RISKS
AND PROTECT YOURSELF!
Snickers Workwear ProtekWork Protective Wear vs Workwear
As working clothes on site go, there’s a big
difference between conventional electrician’s
Workwear and specialist ProtekWork
garments from Snickers Workwear, which
includes Protective Wear for electricians.
Over the years, conventional workwear
has evolved to make the working day on site
more comfortable and efficient, with built-in
functionality for tools and fixings, as well as
protection against cold, rain and the effects of
warm weather.
ProtekWork, the new ergonomically
designed Protective Wear from Snickers
Workwear, has a number of CE (European
Conformity) mark across the product range.
It has been designed and developed to
protect the wearer from serious risks such
as heat, flames, electric arcs and hazardous
chemicals. In effect, clothing that can mean
the difference between life and death for the

wearer.
What protection do electricians need?
To be able to properly identify what
protection for electricians, you have to know
what risks you, your employees or your
workmates face. Category III clothing covers
exposure to serious risks, which include
major hazards such as electric arcs. It’s
therefore important to focus on that category
of garments to provide adequate protection.
Understand the risks – choose the right
level of effective protection
Working in high-risk environments involves,
as the name implies, high-risk levels.
Arcs due to electrical faults can cause severe
injuries and damage. So it’s vital that you
choose the right Class III protective wear to
ensure your safety.
ProtekWork from Snickers Workwear is the
new protective wear solution that will deliver
the right level of layered protection to help
ensure comfort, safety and well-being on site.

 www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

 01484 854788

COLLABORATE TURN 10 AND CELEBRATE BY
EXPANDING INTO BIRMINGHAM AND LEEDS

EFFICIENT WATERSAVING, EFFORTLESS
MAINTENANCE

Furniture
consultant
Collaborate
has announced
that they are
expanding
their business,
opening offices in
Birmingham and
Leeds.
Established
in 2009, the
company are
celebrating 10
years of sourcing,
procuring and
managing furniture projects for clients and over this time have helped create
better, more productive working environments for over 40,000 people to
enjoy. Their expansion is part of a strategic move to capitalise on the limited
availability of furniture dealers in these areas.
Dwyn Kelly Sales Director of Collaborate said: “We are very excited about
this expansion. We have spent the first 10 years building our reputation in
London and the South East and will continue to do so, however, we have
increasingly been asked by clients to deliver our expertise across the Midlands
and in the North and with our trackrecord growing it now feels like the right
time to have a physical presence in these locations.”

While future-thinking architects are
utilising the sustainable and aesthetic
appeal of sensor taps, Facility Managers
are taking advantage of a more reliable
and cost-saving solution to water usage.
People are switching on to the fact
that a water saving of up to 70% can
be expected through the installation of
CONTI+ sensor products.
Maintenance is simple with abovedeck access to all parts allowing you to
change the battery, solenoid or even
isolate the water in seconds. Spare parts
are common throughout most CONTI+
products giving purchasers a simple
solution for their maintenance teams

 www.collaboratefurniture.co.uk

 https://youtu.be/X-S9Mfc97WI

and with mains, battery, turbine or solar
power, there is an option available to suit
all building maintenance strategies.
The CONTI+ Ultra range can be
retrofitted with ease due to its topmounting option and are delivered
self commissioned negating the need
for specialist tools or for an onsite
electrician.

 ultra.conti.plus
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DON’T LET SMELLY
WASHROOMS LOSE
YOU BUSINESS!

Facilities Management contracts are often let down by washrooms that have
persistent odours. Don’t let one area leave you chasing new business - instead,
turn to AIRSteril’s technology to defeat odours and bring your washrooms up to
the same standards that you’ve achieved everywhere else!
Busy washrooms with a heavy footfall are difficult to keep clean, science. AIRSteril
can ensure those washrooms stay odour-free without having to implement
unnecessary cleaning cycles just to impress your client. Cut your costs and increase
profits by working smarter and letting the most advanced washroom technology
in the world help you clean to high standards more efficiently and cost effectively
without any compromise on hygiene standards...

They haven’t yet invented a duster or mop to sanitize and purify the air but Airsteril
does exactly this - twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred and
sixty five days a year!
Even we can’t guarantee your contract’s renewal but by impressing your clients with
odourless, infection-free washrooms it certainly improves your chances. Invest in
technology that will pay for itself with reduced cleaning cycles that demand less
manpower - it will save you many thousands of pounds on labour costs alone.
AIRSteril’s Washroom Complete units are scientifically proven to eliminate odours
and reduce the need for cleaning cycles to maintain cleanliness standards that match
food production facilities. We can hear the cheer of a thousand Facilities Managers!
Your contracts are safe with AIRSteril’s proven technology that saves you money and
retains your contracts!
We’re so confident in our AIRSteril units that we invite you to challenge us!

The odour elimination and hygiene lifting
properties of AIRsteril reduces the number of
times you need to clean a washroom.

Install AIRSteril in your smelliest washrooms and we promise to give you your money
back if the odour isn’t completely eliminated!*
*Terms and conditions apply

 www.airsteril.co.uk

 01234 871 875

 info@airsteril.co.uk
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ALTRO’S MODULAR FLOORING SYSTEM
GIVES TOP UNIVERSITY A TOUCH OF CLASS
The Altro Ensemble modular flooring system is
providing Cardiff University with an attractive,
modern and flexible way to create stunning
interiors with limitless design options.
Cardiff University has fitted wood-effect Altro
Ensemble LVTs in the reception area and ground
floor corridors of its Business School, as part of a
refurbishment that was designed and managed by
WSP. The new ‘Opportunities Zone’ is designed to
appeal to students from home and abroad, and the
aim for project managers was to create a modern,
stylish space that would be easy to maintain and
stand the test of time.

Peter Bourne, Architectural Projects Officer for
Campus Development at Cardiff University, said:
“The vision for the new Opportunities Zone was
a space that was stylish, visually striking and
innovative, using modern materials and building
concepts. The flooring played a key role in this and
I was aware that LVTs could provide both the visual
and practical surface we needed. We have a good
and longstanding relationship with Altro, and have
used their products throughout the campus, so we
were confident that quality was guaranteed.”
Altro Ensemble modular flooring system is the
next generation of luxury vinyl tiles. From colour
blocking to geometric patterns, with a range of
plank and tile sizes and textures,
Altro Ensemble is 2.6mm thick with a 0.55mm
wear layer, 15dB sound reduction qualities and
added comfort underfoot, with minimal residual
indentation and excellent durability. A truly
exceptional material, it combines these features
with unique flexibility and is lightweight, making it
easy to transport, cut and handle for installation.
“A natural timber look always appeals, providing
a warmth, quality and style that can really raise a

 www.altro.co.uk

 enquiries@altro.com

MICROSOFT PORTUGAL ‘WATERBLADED’
We are thrilled that on
top of our UK success
our international sales
continue to grow,
saving water and energy
globally.
We posted a sample
on the 9th. They gave us
very positive feedback on
the 20th and they have
now rolled it out.
Nigel at Waterblade
says: ‘‘Its really
straightforward, firstly, we
send you a sample to fit
(in minutes), establish compatibility and assess.
“Secondly, we provide you with whatever product and case study data is
required to complete your business
case. (A ROI of under 6 months.)
“Thirdly, fit to all the washroom
basins.’’
The Waterblade is easy to fit and
WRAS approved.
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space above the ordinary and make it accessible
to everyone. Real wood, of course, would have
been prohibitively expensive and impractical, but
Altro’s modular LVTs enabled us to achieve this feel
and move away from the alternative sheet vinyl,”
continues Peter.
“Aside from the obvious aesthetics and design
options that the LVTs gave us, the practical offering
was also very compelling. The modular structure
of the flooring means that if there is any damage
to the flooring it the future we can simply replace
that plank, rather than the entire floor. It’s also
a thick flooring, which means reduced noise and
indentation and it’s very comfortable to walk on.
“We want to continue to appeal to both
international and UK students, so the Business
School has to be a cut above. Altro’s LVTs have
met this need perfectly and enabled us to create a
space that will look superb long into the future.”

 01462 489 516

HOCHIKI EUROPE PROVIDES STATE OF THE
ART LIFE SAFETY PLATFORM FOR JARDINE
MOTORS SHOWROOM
A new £5 million car showroom in
Tonbridge, Kent owned by the Jardine
Motors Group is utilising L@titude – a
state-of-the-art fire alarm control
panel produced by leading life safety
system manufacturer, Hochiki Europe.
Needing a control and indication
system which would link its various
detectors, L@titude was specified
due to its ultra-reliability, flexibility,
accessibility and sleek design. Hochiki
Europe designed the panel to maximise usability and ease of operation so
maintenance teams can instantly locate safety breaches in real-time from any
location. The product also has a 10,000 capacity event log and up to 144 zone
indicators.
To further support Jardine Motors, the Hochiki team worked closely with
the facilities manager, Roger Dawkins,
at the Tonbridge showroom, giving him
a guided tour around its cutting-edge
manufacturing plant.
Jardine Motors is currently exploring
the roll out of L@titude across all its
showrooms nationwide thanks to the
initial success.

 www.bamfordswaterblade.com  nigel@bamfordswaterblade.com

 www.hochikieurope.com/latitude  (0)1634 266568

 https://youtu.be/EZyJ9ZcVRI8

 padams@hochikieurope.com
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THE QUICK AND EASY ADHESIVE FREE FLOORING
SOLUTION FROM FORBO FLOORING SYSTEMS

Forbo Flooring Systems’ sheet vinyl, Modul’up,
requires no adhesive, tackifier or double-sided
tape, meaning that it can be installed quickly
and walked on immediately after installation –
reducing downtime by over 50% and minimising
impact on day-to-day business. What’s more,
the Modul’up T.E. version can also be installed
directly onto damp subfloors.
Thanks to its double structural stabilisation
system, which incorporates two layers of fibre
glass fleece within the construction (compared to
only one layer in standard vinyl), Modul’up will not
curl, ruck or roll once installed. Its unique single
sided tape system, which ensures the product stays
tightly in place, also means Modul’up is quicker to
install and can also be fitted while the premises
are still in use, as there is little or no noise, dust or
adhesive odours. This makes it the ideal solution for
application areas within aged care and education
buildings, where disruption needs to be kept at a
minimum.

The adhesive free collection consists of a
palette of 20 colours, all of which are available
in the compact version, which ensures minimal
indentation and is perfect for high traffic areas, and
the enhanced Decibel (19dB) version, which is ideal
for environments where impact noise needs to be
minimised.

However, with the problem of damp subfloors
continuing to be a general issue, Forbo also
launched its Modul’up T.E. version in May this year to
provide an easy, economic and hassle-free solution
for damp floors with up to 97% RH. Modul’up T.E.
delivers all of the benefits of the Modul’up Compact
range, but with the advantage of Forbo’s Aqua
Block embossed layer, which allows a direct loose
lay installation on damp subfloors. The Aqua Block
layer enables the subfloor to breathe and directs the
moisture to the periphery of the room, rather than
up through the floor covering itself, which can cause
damage. Forbo has also an easy to fit breathable
skirting for use with the range, to ensure that

moisture is dissipated correctly in a room.
Garry Bateman, Head of Technical Sales at Forbo
Flooring Systems, commented: “The Modul’up range
provides Facilities Managers with a product that
will not only contribute positively to better indoor
environments as it is free from the usual constraints
associated with adhesives such as odours, dust or
VOCs from subfloor preparation – but it also offers
an array of contemporary colour and designs to
choose from.
“What’s more, at the end of its long service life,
Modul’up is also instantly ready for recycling, as
once lifted, there is no adhesive residue stuck to the
back of the material, and the subfloor is left clean
and sound for repeat installation.”
Significant savings in both time and money can
be achieved when it comes to replacing a Modul’up
floor covering with another Modul’up floor covering
later down the line, as it is quicker to remove and
install; there is no subfloor preparation or drying
time required and no delay in walking on the
material after installation compared to a glued down
floor covering.
Modul’up is also featured within Forbo’s new
Fast Fit collection, which encompasses a range of
its adhesive free flooring solutions, all developed
to reduce downtime by up to 2.5 days, based on a
100m2 installation. All of the products within the
collection require no adhesive, there is less dust
and mess during the installation and end users
will not be exposed to aromatics and VOCs usually
associated with adhesives.

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/modulup
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MULTI-MILLION-POUND UPGRADE FOR
PAPER ROUND’S MRF

Paper Round, established in 1988 by Friends
of the Earth and now a separate commercial
company, has just invested £2.5 million in
upgrading its Purfleet Materials Recycling
Facility.
The optimisation of the MRF will see a 300%
increase in capacity and facilitates improved
recycling rates for clients, which is a key target from
the Government’s Waste and Resources Strategy.
In order to achieve all of this, the new MRF has
been equipped with programmable Optical Sorters,
capable of picking out different materials, separate
polymers and different fibres, a Waste Screen that
separates ‘fines’, an Eddy Current separator used
to separate non-ferrous metals such as aluminium
cans and a Ballistic Separator separating 2D and 3D
products.
With the latest recycling technology & processes
in place, the facility is able to process significantly
more types of material and benefit from more
robust operational processes and traceability of

waste streams.
Alison Roe, Director of Paper Round explains
further: “The installation of the new equipment
at our MRF has not only given Paper Round the
capacity to process significantly more material in
line with our growth plans, it has also enabled us to
achieve higher recovery rates. We now believe we
operate the largest Materials Recycling Facility in
London focused solely on the needs of commercial
clients.
“Having a dedicated ‘clean’ MRF means that
recycling rates are higher due to less contaminated
materials being received from businesses than from
households. This, combined with our investment
in the latest equipment means that we can process
material quicker and more accurately.”
Prioritising quality over quantity has always
been a key drive for Paper Round, even before the
upgrade. Managing Director Bill Swan explains: “We
have worked hard to develop a strong reputation
in recovering high-quality recycled materials from
commercial waste. We do this to improve clients’
recycling rates and give materials a new life, so
contributing to the growth of the circular economy.”
This emphasis on quality has gained Paper Round
a reputation for delivering the best possible real
recycling solutions to clients and good quality
materials.
Having said that, the recycling and waste company
is committed to being honest on what can and
cannot be recycled in the real world. As Swan
further explains, “in many cases, businesses are led
to believe that anything put into mixed recycling
can be magically recycled, while the reality is

 www.paper-round.co.uk
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that something like crisp packets and plastic film
cannot be practically recycled with mixed recycling
materials.”
This drive to being honest about what constitutes
best practice recycling has led Paper Round to
become one of the first recycling companies to
bring to market new recycling streams; from the
foundation of the company in offering source
segregated paper recycling, through food & coffee
cup recycling.

Further to this, owning both the capability to
collect and the ability to process their own materials
allows Paper Round to not only introduce services
quickly but also have complete traceability, meaning
they have full control of the destination of materials.
“When we look to the future, we see an increased
focus on sustainability & traceability and this £2.5m
MRF upgrade provides certainty that best-practices
will be delivered to our clients” explains Swan.
The new MRF is certainly a significant commitment
in delivering their vision of “forging a better
future by championing recycling and the circular
economy”.
The MRF is now in the optimisation stage and is set
to be open for visitors later this month.

 020 7407 9100
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SLATTERY APPOINTED TO GLOBAL DIVERSITY ROLE
Margot Slattery has been appointed to the role of Global Chief
Diversity Officer effective from 1 September 2019.
Slattery, who has won numerous awards and accolades for
her work in promoting diversity and inclusion in Ireland and
abroad, will continue to be based in Ireland and will have
responsibility for the strategic direction, implementation and
alignment of Sodexo’s integrated global diversity and inclusion
initiatives. Her appointment follows the retirement of Rohini Anand as Global Chief Diversity
Officer, who was based in North America.
Julie Ennis takes over from Slattery as Country President for Sodexo in Ireland, which she
will combine with her current role as Managing Director of Corporate Services in Ireland
and Northern Ireland. In her new role, Ennis now has corporate governance and directorial
responsibility for growing the various business segments – corporate, government, education,
healthcare and homecare that operate in the Republic and Northern Ireland.

KEN HANNA APPOINTED TO INTERSERVE BOARD
Interserve Group Limited has announced that Ken Hanna will join its
Board as a Non-Executive Director and Chairman of its equipment services
business, RMD Kwikform, from 2 September 2019.
According to Interserve Hanna brings “valuable international experience,
with financial and leadership expertise” through his current Chairman roles
at Aggreko plc and Arena Events plc. Prior to this, he held executive roles at
Cadbury, Inchcape and Dalgety.
Hanna’s appointment as Chairman of RMD Kwikform reflects a renewed focus on growth
opportunities across the UK and international markets of the equipment services division.

REGIONAL DIRECTOR APPOINTMENT
AT CROWN WORKSPACE
Phil Oram has been
appointed to the
role of Regional
Director at Crown
Workspace UK and
Ireland, where he will
oversee the business’
ongoing integration
with Premier
Workplace Services
which it acquired in
November 2018.
Oram has 27
years’ experience
in the commercial
and relocation and
workplace improvement industry. Formerly Operations
Director at Premier Workplace Services since 2004, his new
role will see him take leadership for the entire Workspace
business across the UK and Ireland.
Since the acquisition of Premier by Crown last year Oram
has played a vital role in building the future workspace
customer proposition. As Regional Director, he will focus
on leading the expansion of Crown Workspace’s service
offering to best meet its clients’ needs, whilst continuing to
drive the sustainability agenda across all services.

PUBLIC SECTOR
STAFFING PARTNER
Build Recruitment have been named as a supplier
on the Crown Commercial Service RM6160 Non
Clinical Temporary and Fixed Term Staff Framework,
consolidating our Public Sector recruitment offering.
NHS and Public Sector clients can now easily procure our
specialist recruitment support for temporary and fixed-term
Ancillary staff requirements, including Estates, Maintenance and
Facilities.
This complements our inclusion on the CCS RM6002 Permanent
Recruitment framework, meaning we are now able to offer our
public sector clients a comprehensive, integrated solution.
To discuss how we can support you on this
framework or any others that we have been
awarded approved status on, please get in
touch with the team on 020 3176 4790 or
email ccsframework@buildrec.com

www.buildrec.com

London: 020 3176 4790 | South West: 018 7224 8898
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DEFAULT SETTING
T

The new ﬂexible working bill intends to make all jobs ﬂexible by
default. Rachel Whitford, Area Manager, City of London for Express
explains what this could mean for your business

he future is flexible, at least it will be if
the new flexible working bill, introduced
to Parliament in July, is signed off. The
standard working day has typically been 9 to
5 in an office environment, inherent in current
legislation which offers the right to request flexible
working as an alternative.
The new bill would change the working landscape
as we know it, requiring employers to offer flexible
working options in employment contracts by
default, unless there is a sound business case for
why the role could not be carried out flexibly. What
could this new bill mean for employers?

WHAT IS FLEXIBLE WORKING?
Almost every business can incorporate flexibility,
due to the variety of ways flexible working can be
put into practice. This includes, but is not limited to:
• Part-time work
• Swift-swapping
• Flexitime
• Staggered hours
• Career breaks

• Job sharing
• Compressed hours
• Annualised hours
• Phased retirement

It is, therefore, good practice for organisations
to develop a policy on flexible working, to clarify
the options you decide to offer. This begins with a
consultation between employees and managers
to understand the demand for flexible working
as well as potential challenges and barriers.
Those in leadership roles should then formulate a
business case to present to senior management,
demonstrating the benefits of flexible working
and a course of action. Obtaining buy-in from
management is vital to ensure the success of your
flexible working policy.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, BUSINESS BENEFITS
The benefits as a result of offering flexibility are
well-documented, which will help make the
business case to introduce flexible working in your
workplace easier.
There is growing evidence that when employees
are happy, businesses thrive. One study found
that happy employees are up to 20 per cent more
productive than unhappy employees.
Happier, and therefore more productive
employees can lead to a rise in stock prices , and
even increase sales and turnover for product56
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based companies.
Unhappy employees, suffering from work-related
stress, depression and anxiety led to 15.4 million
lost working days in 2017/18. One way to support
employees and reduce workplace stress is to
provide flexible working options.
Flexible working helps employees prioritise their
work-life balance, leading to happier, less stressed
and ‘much more productive’ employees according
to a recent survey conducted by AAT .
A key demographic who will benefit from flexible
working arrangements is parents. Research shows
42.1 per cent of single fathers and 19.7 per cent of
single mothers are ‘economically inactive’ due to
sickness or disability. Providing flexible options
means parents can make up the hours spent taking
their child to the doctors, for example, rather than
taking the time off as annual leave or missing an
entire working day.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Naturally, business leaders will want to see a return
on investment in flexible working, and there are a
variety of ways in which offering flexibility can be
advantageous.
The main economic advantage of offering
flexibility is staff retention. In a study by AAT, it
was revealed flexible workers felt reluctant to
leave their current job if a new one didn’t offer the
same flexibility. Replacing an employee costs the
employer £30,000 on average , so it goes without
saying high employee turnover rates are bad for
business.
Overhead costs can drop when you employ
remote workers, with the potential to save on office
space and the cost of desks, chairs, computers and
other equipment.
Advertising flexible working options during
the recruitment process can also enhance your
company image, helping attract the strongest
talent. According to the CIPD, flexible working
has not increased in the last 10 years , so offering
flexible solutions can make your company stand out
from the crowd.

PUTTING FLEXIBLE WORKING INTO PRACTICE
Offering flexible working has advantages, but
it can be challenging to introduce new working
arrangements. The first step is to discuss current
barriers and the changes your business would have

to make to create flexible opportunities.
If there is resistance from line managers,
obtaining buy-in from senior management can
demonstrate that flexible working will be taken
seriously. Providing training and support for
line managers is crucial, as these individuals
will be responsible for making flexible working
arrangements day-to-day.
Work scheduling, specific to your industry and
workplace, may be difficult when offering flexible
working options. In team-orientated departments,
teams still need to meet, which requires a delicate
balance and clear guidelines surrounding flexibility.
Employers will find that there is scope for
flexibility in most roles, but should assess on a caseby-case basis on factors which include:
• Time: is the role full-time or part-time?
• Location: where do the work activities take
place?
• When: what activities must be done when?
There may be further dependencies related to the
role to consider. For example, a supervisory job
may require job sharing or another solution for
someone else to deputise while management is
out of office. If the role requires handling sensitive
data, there may be GDPR and confidentiality issues
to overcome.
These considerations will be specific to your
workplace, but the diverse ways in which flexible
working can be achieved means there is a solution
for every potential barrier.

LATEST JOBS ON FMJ
 HEALTH & SAFETY OFFICER
Salary: £15 to £25 per hour
Location: Liverpool, Merseyside
https://bit.ly/2luUTMI
 SHEQ MANAGER – TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS
Salary: £35k - 40k per year + Excellent Benefits
Location: Broxbourne
https://bit.ly/2kfpJc6
 PROPERTY MANAGER – RESTAURANT PROPERTIES
Salary: £45,000.00 /year
Location: Reading, Oxford
https://bit.ly/2ltKtgu
 OFFICE AND FACILITIES MANAGER
Salary: £55k - 65k per year + BENS
Location: Twickenham
https://bit.ly/2lz4jXK

jobs.fmj.co.uk

Over
250 jobs live
on site
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DIGITAL LEARNING: THE FUTURE OF WORKPLACE DNA
E-learning is still regarded as an easy way to deliver uninspiring training courses to a mass audience at low cost.
That’s no longer the case, argues WFM Awards judge, David Sharp, MD of International Workplace

V

ocational training is essential
to the personal development
of workers, the success of
businesses, and the strength of the
economy. It is particularly important
to the workplace and FM sector,
which employs up to 10 per cent of
the UK’s workforce, and in 2017 was
responsible for as much as eight per
cent of the country’s GDP.
Yet the findings of a Social Mobility
Commission report in January 2019
highlight some major concerns.
Since 2010, spending on training by the
UK government has decreased, employer
funding has stayed flat, and spending on
vocational training per employee is half
the EU average.
Employers are also prioritising highlyqualified workers in senior positions over
skills development.
E-learning can play a tremendous role

in helping government and businesses
to address the adult skills gap, to
improve social mobility and boost UK
productivity.
Yet, for an industry that specialises
in outsourcing its expertise – to deliver
improved performance to its clients –
the e-learning opportunity appears to
be spurned by facilities management
employers.
The market for digital learning has
moved on rapidly in the last three years,
but take-up by employers is holding it
back in the FM sector. Some learning
and development professionals have not
kept pace with changes in technology
and practice (or their employers don’t
regard this as a specialist area).
What’s changed? There has been a shift
from training (manager-led, push activity)
to learning (employee-led, pull activity).
The push approach is about managers

specifying courses, enrolling people and
chasing them to complete them, and
reporting on progress and completion.
Learner performance is measured in
terms of course completion (not yet
started, in progress, or completed) and
course results (score, or passed / failed).
Unsurprisingly, measurements like this
do little to address the central question:
did anyone really learn anything?
Without knowing the answer to this,
how can you know if your investment is
helping you to upskill your workforce,
manage compliance, or improve
productivity?
The pull approach is about giving
employees access to learning resources,
using machine learning to evaluate
engagement continuously, and
steering people to build knowledge in
areas where they are weak or that are
important to your business. It’s more

efficient, and more effective.
Digital learning is perfectly suited
to this. It’s powerful. It asks whether
people’s behaviour has changed as
a result of gaining new knowledge; it
addresses the impact of their learning
on the organisation; and it constantly
tests and rebuilds the DNA of the learner
and the organisation. It requires much
less human intervention on the part
of managers, who can use exception
reporting to focus their energies on the
small number of people and issues that
really matter.
Are you still talking about courses,
enrolments, scores, pass rates and fails?
If so, you might find things have come a
long way from the 40-minute e-learning
courses you’re used to – and you and
your employees have everything to
gain from the latest generation of digital
learning solutions.

Facilities Manager Vacancy
Are you a qualiﬁed Facilities Manager with a proven track record of running builders and contractors,
with demonstrable technical knowledge of building services and changes in legislation?
Based at our Estates oﬃce near Thatcham (you must live or be willing to relocate to within a 40-mile radius
of this location), but with regular travel across our Thames Valley and wider South East operating area,
your responsibilities will include:
• Managing the overall services provided within the Company’s facilities
• Using best business practices, knowledge and experience to manage and reduce operational costs
• Managing ad-hoc building maintenance
• Tracking building upkeep, and planning and scheduling improvements and maintenance
• Responding to emergency situations or other urgent issues/repairs
• Ensuring that site facilities are well-maintained
• Ensuring that facilities meet government regulations and environmental, health and safety standards
• Drafting reports and making written recommendations
• Carrying out tendering of servicing work
What are the working hours?
Your core hours are Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm (37.5 hours per week)
but ﬂexibility is required to cover the needs of the job and contractors
What are the beneﬁts & perks?
You'll receive a competitive salary, company car
(a full UK driving licence is essential) and attractive beneﬁts
grundon.com/careers
hr@grundon.com
01491 827 797
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FM is known to be a career that people fall into
from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Name: Mike Kelly

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Current role:
Library Space Development
Manager

got into the sector and takes a look at their
career path. This month we talk to Mike Kelly,

Born: Bolton

Library Space Development Manager, University

Lives: Manchester

of Manchester Library
? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
Having run businesses in the music
sector, I decided to transfer my project
management, working with people,
event management and marketing
experience to the education sector.
It was in this sector that I saw how
important it was to provide people
with safe, functional and inspiring
environments; helping students to
thrive, teachers to enable and the
community to connect. This led me to
managing Failsworth Sports Campus
in the role as Integrated Services
Manager. During this time I achieved
the IWFM Certificate in Facilities
Management, PRINCE2 and a range
of other qualifications. These refined
my skills whilst bolstering my ‘on the
job’ experience. I progressed to the
role of Deputy Facilities Manager at
the University of Manchester, where I
supported the operation of the sport
facilities. An opportunity then came at
the University of Manchester Library. I
started as the internal client for a £34
million capital redevelopment project
and progressed to my current role
as the internal lead of all our Library
spaces and facilities. I am also the
Chair of the Moss Side Fire Station
Boxing Club Committee, where I use
my real estate and facility management
experience to help manage and
develop the Club’s facilities and overall
operation.
? Do you have any qualifications
or training in FM and related areas
such as health and safety? And how
have you benefited from them?
I achieved the IWFM Certificate in
Facilities Management and this was
the catapult for my career. I learnt
the intrinsic value that facilities
management provides, which in
turn has fueled my passion in the

sector. My PRINCE2 Practitioner
project management qualification,
BCS Business Analysis Practitioner
certificate and SCRUM Fundamentals
certification not only support critical
skills needed in my role (for example
undertaking feasibility studies, creating
business plans and developing
options appraisals) but also boosts my
overall knowledge of how to run an
efficient and effective operation. The
IOSH Managing Safely qualification
provides the backbone of my health
and safety knowledge. This knowledge
base is boosted by smaller ‘bolt on’
development opportunities and in
working closely with the University
of Manchester Safety Service. I am
currently undertaking the RICS
Certificate in Corporate Real Estate and
Facilities Management. This course
is providing a broader and deeper
understanding of the CRE and FM and
will help me to work with a wider range
of professionals, whilst providing an
even more transferable set of skills
across the sector.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
your current role?

changes we make as FM professionals.
This could be by providing a safer
working environment, enhancing the
experience of a visitor or creating a
study space that allows people to learn
and innovate in new ways.
? Do you have future projects or
career goals in mind?
I am focused on achieving a position
such as Director of Facilities, Workplace,
Operations or similar. This could be in
any sector – as an avid Formula 1 fan,
I wouldn’t say no to a role within the
Mercedes team!
? What personal qualities do
you think are most needed for a
successful career in FM?
Being people focused is key. In many
respects, Facility Management goes far
beyond bricks and mortar. The most
important part of any organisation is its
people, so FM professionals must have
people at the centre of every decision
they make.
? What do you think would make
the biggest difference to the FM
sector?

? What do you enjoy most about
working in FM?

We need stronger communication of
FM as a valid career choice, not just
to the next generation of students but
also to people who are at later stages
of their careers. FM professionals must
also better articulate the tactical impact
of FM in ways that senior colleagues
understand. This includes a correlation
between the performance of buildings
and facilities on the wellbeing of
building users. Such an approach
could then be championed by Chief
Workplace Officers at an executive
level (as recommended in the Stoddart
Review).

My mission is to be a catalyst for
workplace and organisational
development. I get the greatest
enjoyment from seeing people thrive
and perform better through the

I have been a member of IWFM for over
10 years and value everything

This is somewhat of an easy question –
my greatest contribution is the support
I give to help others grow and develop
within the sector. Knowing that you
have directly helped people gain FM
qualifications, progress to more senior
levels and change career paths to a
rewarding role in FM makes me smile
every day. I am an advocate of helping
people from non-traditional FM career
backgrounds and of BAME heritage to
prosper in the industry.

? Are you a member of any FM
association or body and if so what
benefits do you think they provide?

the institute has provided around
professional development and career
progression. The IWFM North Region
learning events are always very useful
and provide a great networking
opportunity for members. Although not
a member, I follow RICS and IFMA very
closely, using resources when I can and
attending events (in person and online)
where possible.
? What advice would you give to
someone coming into the profession
now?
Tell us what we’re missing! Put forward
your opinions and share your insights.
Be passionate, proud and confident in
asking ‘why’.
? What are the greatest challenges
of working in FM?
Every challenge is an opportunity – this
is part of my FM mindset. I champion
the idea of ‘solving the unsolvable’
to my team, encouraging them to
transform every challenge into a
mission! The greatest trick is to keep
everything in constant balance; the
time spent planning tasks, reacting to
issues, engaging with stakeholders,
ensuring facilities are compliant and
adding value to an organisation’s
objectives.
? What do you predict could be the
main changes to the FM sector over
the next few years?
We must take advantage of rapid
advancement in technology, respond
to a changing workforce demographic
and be open minded towards dynamic
customer expectations. It is critical
that we work smarter in the face of a
challenging financial outlook and as
we enter a global climate emergency.
If anyone is best placed to help tackle
these issues on an organisation level, it
is FM professionals.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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